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Foreword 

The field-effect transistor operates on an entirely different principle from the 
bipolar transistor and, consequently, shows different characteristics. Having 
at his disposal integrated circuits and bipolar transistors as well as field-effect 
transistors can be of great value to the circuit designer provided he is acquainted 
with the specific characteristics of all three of these components. He must, of 
course, also be keen to recognize how these characteristics can be turned to 
optimum use. This book is intended to acquaint the designer with the char-
acteristics of both junction-gate and insulated-gate field-effect transistors. 
Although it is primarily an Application Book, we thought that it might be 
useful first to discuss structure and functioning of bath types of field-effect 
transistor and their respective characteristics that are most important to the 
customer. However, to fit in the framework of this book, the general part 
of this book could not be much more than a simple guidance for the circuit 
engineer. Those who wish to study the subject matter in further detail, have a 
wealth of literature at their disposal. 

The application part contains numerous examples of applications based on 
the characteristics of field-effect transistors. Although these examples are 
related to highly concrete and actual applications, they serve primarily to 
illustrate the possibilities that FETs offer for similar applications. 

The possibilities offered by applying FETs in specific application fields such 
as differential amplifiers, switching applications and communication equipment, 
are discussed in greater detail. 





1 Introductory Survey 

A field-effect transistor (FEr) consists basically of a semiconducting current 
channel, the resistance of which is controlled by an electric field applied at 
right angles to the direction of current flow. The main difference between field-
effect transistors and normal junction transistors is that in FErs the current is 
only carried by the majority charge carriers. Field-effect transistors are thus 
"unipolar" transistors, i.e. only one type of charge carrier is responsible for 
their action, unlike normal transistors, which are "bipolar". 

Although field-effect transistors were originally described in detail and 
analysed in 1952 by Shockley, they remained in the laboratory stage for a 
long time. The evolution of the bipolar transistor had to take place to make 
possible today's practical FErs. A deeper knowledge of material properties was 
necessary, and the technologies of diffusion, photo-etching, masking, and planar 
and epitaxial construction were yet to be found and mastered. 

Two main types may be distinguished at present: 

a. Junction field-effect transistors. 
These are p-n junction field-effect transistors, also referred to as PN-FErs or 
simply FErs. 

b. Insulated-gate field-effect transistors. 
The commonest type of is-FEr is the MOs-FET, characterised by the pres-
ence of metal, oxide and semiconductor layers in that order. 

1.1 Terminology, characteristics, symbols 

A field-effect transistor generally has three electrodes, called the source (s), 
the drain (d) and the gate (g); these names have been used exclusively in the 
Anglo-Saxon literature since 1952. 

Fig. 1 shows a typical family of characteristics for a junction field-effect 
transistor. Comparison of these curves with those of a pentode tube shows 
that the source, drain and gate correspond to the tube cathode, anode and 
grid. 

Fig. 1 also gives the symbol normally used for a junction field-effect tran-
sistor in circuit diagrams. In addition, the gate lead is normally indicated by 
an arrow (cf. Fig. 7). This arrow also indicates (as with bipolar transistors) 
the current direction or the polarity of the drain-source voltage for which the 
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field-effect transistor has been designed. However, the functions of drain and 
source can in principle be interchanged (as with bipolar transistors, but unlike 
tubes); in accordance with this, the characteristics of Fig. 1 are continued into 

the third quadrant. 
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Fig1 Symbol for a junction field-effect transistor, with an example of a family of output charac-
teristics. 
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Fig.2 Symbol for a MOS field-effect transistor, with an example of a family of output charac-
teristics and an input characteristic. The gate voltage of a MOS-FET can change sign. 
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Fig. 2 shows the characteristics of a Mos field-effect transistor. These also 
resemble pentode tube characteristics; the main difference between the rrr-FEr 
and the Mos-FEr is that because the control electrode in the latter is insulated, 
the polarity of the gate-source voltage can be reversed. An arrow is used to 
indicate the substrate lead and shows the direction of the current-flow for the 
Mos as well as for the rrr-FEr in the forward-biased condition of the p-n junction 
(see also section 3.3). 

1.2 Special properties of field-effect transistors and their practical significance 

Field-effect transistors combine most of the good points of tubes and bipolar 
transistors. They require no heating, and are small. Like bipolar transistors, 
they can form part of integrated circuits (with Mos-Pets, this is particularly 
simple, as no extra insulation is required); and if necessary, they can be com-
bined with bipolar transistors in such circuits. 

Their input resistance is as high as that of electron tubes, while the Mos type 
has the additional advantage that the high input resistance is independent of 
the polarity of the control-electrode voltage (gate voltage), unlike the case with 
tubes. Direct connections can thus be made without the need for additional 
circuitry. 

Fig. 3 shows an inverter stage constructed with the aid of a "normally-off" 
Mos-FEr. (A normally-off or enhancement-type Mos-FEr passes no current when 
the gate-source voltage is zero; this voltage must rise above a certain threshold 
value before drain current starts to flow; the current then increases with 
increasing voltage). If the threshold value of the gate source voltage is 3 V, 
then the inverter will be cut off at an input voltage of -i-2 V (Fig. 3 left), and 

olf on 

Fig.3 An inverter based ai a MOS ft'eld-effect transistor ("normally-ofJ~" n-channel type; see 
section 3.2). 
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will pass current at a voltage of -}-10 V, Fig. 3 right. If the circuit is suitably 
dimensioned, the inverted signals at the output can share the same voltage 
levels, so that a number of these stages can be coupled directly. When bipolar 
transistors are used for such an application, additional circuitry is generally 
needed to deal with the potential differences between stages. 

Complementary field-effect transistors (p-channel and n-channel types) can 
be made, and combined with advantage, as is the case with bipolar p-n-p and 
n-p-n transistors. For example, Fig.4 shows a complementary inverter. This 
circuit acts as a commutator, connecting the output via a relatively low resis-
tance either to earth or to the point +V. 

Apart from small leakage currents (represented by the current generators in 
Fig. 4, right), no current flows during either of the two switching states, as long 
as the stages connected to the output are also Mos-FEr stages, and if the output 
is unloaded. Power losses thus occur only during the actual switching process, 
as a result of transitory capacitive charge-transfer currents. In neither of its 
static states does the circuit consume any power. 

As already stated, the current through field-effect transistors can be reversed, 
as with bipolar transistors; if use is made of this property, field effect transistors 
may be made symmetrical. 

With small signals (near the origin of Fig. 1 or 2), a FeT behaves like a linear 
resistor, which can be switched from a few hundred ohms to several hundred 
megohms by means of the gate voltage. This can be useful in low-drift chopper 

input 

J L 

TR1 
output 

u 
TR2 

Fig.4 Complementary inverter with MOS.field-effect transistors. T{te leakage currents, represent-
ed as current generators in the equivalent circuit, are very small (of the order 1 pA to 1µA); the 
on-resistances are a few hundred ohms. 
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circuits, because unlike bipolar transistors, there is no e.m.f. in series with this 
resistor, and hence no error (offset) voltage. With higher drain-source voltages 
the resistance of a FET becomes highly non-linear; this can be used to good 
advantage in (integrated) digital circuits or in limiters. 

The storage of minority charge carriers in bipolar transistors and the as-
sociated storage times lead to difficulties in high-frequency switching applica-
tions. Such storage effects are not found with majority charge carriers, which 
are operative in field-effect transistors, and hence lower switching times can 
be achieved. 

Compared with bipolar transistors and tubes, field-effect transistors in (a.g.c.) 
controlled h.f. input stages give low noise and low cross-modulation (square-
law input characteristic). Further, their operation is not much affected by 
radioactive radiation, because the life of the charge carriers does not play such 
an important role as in the diffusion of minority charge carriers in the base 
zone of bipolar transistors. Field-effect transistors are inherently less tempera-
ture sensitive than bipolar transistors, and are not prone to thermal run-away, 
because their current falls with increasing temperature, whereas it rises in bipolar 
transistors. 

Finally, the operating point of depletion type field-effect transistors, like that 
of tubes, can be adjusted without the consumption of any power by "automatic 
grid bias"; this gives simpler circuits than with bipolar transistors. 
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2 The junction field-effect transistor 

2.1 Mode of operation 

Z..l.l. STRUCTURE AND CHARACTERISTICS 

Fig. 5 sketches the structure of a junction field-effect transistor.~l ~ The source 
lead s and the drain lead d are connected by an n-type region, the "channel". 
A device of this kind is called an n-channel FEr. With a positive voltage be-
tween drain and source, electrons (the majority charge carriers) move from the 
source to the drain, i.e. a current flows through the channel from d to s. 

sourc 
connection 1~ aluminium oxide 

drain 
 7r connection 

i 
\~~ ~~ P~-tYPe gate (D) 

p-type gate 
gate 

connection 

Fig.S Structure of a junction freld-effect transistor. 

The n-channel is surrounded by highly doped p-type regions, which form 
the gate of the junction field-effect transistor. When the gate has a negative 
voltage with respect to the source, the depletion layers of the reverse biased 
p-n junction extend a considerable way into the weakly doped n-channel 
region, thus reducing the cross-section available for the passage of current (see 
Fig. 6). Because of the voltage drop along the current path, the reverse voltage 
at the p-n junctions increases from s to d, and with it the width of the depletion 
layers (see Fig. 6). On this basis, we can give a qualitative explanation of the 
output characteristics shown in Fig. 7 (right). 

When the voltage VDS is increased from zero at constant VAS, the current Io
initially increases linearly with the voltage, the channel resistance remaining 
more or less constant (ohmic range). As the current increases more, the channel 
starts to become appreciably narrower, the channel resistance increases, and 
the rate of increase of ID with VDS becomes progressively lower, until the two 
depletion layers nearly touch one another at the drain end of the channel. The 
channel is now said to be "pinched off". 
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Fig.6 Schematic sectional view of a junction field-efJ'ect transistor (PN-FET), n-channel type. 
(The two p+ regions —upper and lower gate —should also be imagined to be connected in front of 
the plane of the paper, so that the n-channel is in fact surrounded by an annular gate region). 
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Fig.7 Characteristics of an n-channel junction field-effect transistor. Pinch-oJJ' voltage, 
VP = — 6 V. 
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The line joining the various drain-source voltages Vnscr> at which this pinch-off 
occurs (the pinch-off limit) is shown as a broken line in Fig. 7. VnstP~ is often 
also called the knee voltage. To the right of the pinch-off limit — in the pinch-
off region* —the drain current only increases very slightly (see section 2:1.4). 

As the reverse voltage VAS between the gate and the source increases, the 
depletion layers on both sides of the channel become wider and the channel 
itself becomes narrower at a given channel current. The cut-off limit is thus 
reached earlier, i.e. at a lower current and a lower value of VDS~P~. The 

ID— Vns 

characteristic thus shifts towards lower drain currents with increasing gate-
source voltage. 

In order to prevent a rapid decrease of the gate input resistance, the gate-
to-channel diode should not be allowed to become forward biased. In practice 
no appreciable gate current will flow at forward voltages below about 0.5 V, 
whereas at higher voltages the p-n junction becomes forward biased and gate 
current increases exponentially. This corresponds to the grid current in tubes. 

If the dopings shown in Fig. 5 are reversed, we get a p-channel field-effect 
transistor. If the supply voltages are also reversed, this behaves in a com-
plementary way to the n-channel FET. Under normal operating conditions the 
current in a p-channel FET flows from the source to the drain. In our following 
considerations we shall restrict ourselves mainly to n-channel transistors. 

2.1.2. THE PINCH-OFF VOLTAGE 

A fundamental quantity of the field-effect transistor is the pinch-off or thresh-
old voltage VP, which is defined as the reverse voltage between the gate zone 
and the channel zone at which the two depletion layers meet — i.e. at which the 
channel is pinched off. 

The pinch-off voltage increases with the doping level in the channel zone, 
and with the distance a between the two gate zones. This voltage appears at 
two points in the characteristics shown in Fig. 7. In the first place the channel 
can be pinched off by applying the pinch-off voltage between gate and source 
in the reverse direction. Under these conditions the two depletion layers meet 

*) In the American literature, this region is generally called the saturation region. However, we 
prefer not to use this term here, as it has already become established in quite a different sense for 
bipolar transistors. In this latter case, it is used — in accordance with IEC recommendations —
to denote the region to the left of the knee voltage. 
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along the whole length of the channel, as shown in Fig. 8a, and no drain 
current can flow. Consequently VP is the gate-source voltage at which the 
channel current becomes zero, and only a small gate leakage current remains 
(see Fig. 7 left). In n-channel junction FETs the gate potential must be made 
negative with respect to the source to achieve pinch-off. The sign of the pinch-
off voltage is as follows: 

for the n-channel junction FET: VP < 0, 
for the p-channel junction FET: VP > 0. 

9 - 

VGS - VP VOS /0 =0 

\O\\~ ~`~ 
depletion layers 

a 

d 

VOS - ~VP 

P' 

7Z 66578 

to'toss 

depletion layers 

b 

Fig.8 Pinch-o/f' in the channel of a junction field--effect transistor. (a) by rnaking VGs = Vp at 
Vas = O; (b) by making Vas = — Vp at Vas = O. The upper and lower gate zones are 
connected as shown in Fig. 6. 

The pinch-off voltage is also found in the output characteristics (Fig. 7 right); 
if the gate-source voltage is zero, the p-n junction in an n-channel FET can be 
cut off by means of a positive drain-source voltage (Fig. 8b), which makes the 
n-type channel zone positive with respect to the p-type gate zones. Pinch-off 
will occur when VDS = — VP, in so far as the conductor resistance between 
the ends of the channel and the source or drain lead is negligible. This means 
that the characteristic for VAS = 0 cuts the pinch-off limit at VDS = — VP
(point P in Fig. 7). In this case, the two depletion layers only touch at the 
drain end of the channel, because of the voltage drop caused by the drain 
current flowing through the channel resistance. 

Since the positions of point P in Fig. 7 and of the foot of the ID — Vcs 
curve are both difficult to measure, it has been suggested ~2~ that VP can be 
more accurately determined by plotting the ratio IDIg„, (where g,,, is the trans-
conductance, see section 4.2) against the voltage VAS. This should theoretically 
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give a straight line, which when extrapolated cuts the Ves axis at Vcs = VP. 
As this is a rather unpractical method, a quantity V(P)cs has been introduced. 
This is the value of Vcs at an extremely small but measurable drain current, 
of the order 1 nA. 

2,.1.3. THE DRAIN-SOURCE SHORT-CIRCUIT CURRENT, Ipss 

Another important d.c. characteristic of the field-effect transistor is hss,  the 
drain current in the pinch-off region at Vcs = 0 (see Figs 7 and 8b). (The 
second S in the subscript refers to the short-circuit between the source and the 
gate.) This current is called the (saturated) drain-source short-circuit current; 
its value depends, amongst other things, on the doping level of the channel 
zone and its geometrical form, and to a lesser extent on the impurity profile 
in a plane perpendicular to the junction. In nearly all cases however the fol-
lowing relation holds: 

W 
Ipss ^' 

L 
' ,uv~ 

where 

(1) 

W =channel width (Fig. 6), 
L channel length (Fig. 6), 
µ~ —mobility of charge carriers in channel (volume mobility). 

As will be shown in section 2.1.4, the transconductance of a field-effect transistor 
at a given pinch-off voltage is proportional to h ss. To obtain a high trans-
conductance therefore, the ratio W/L of the field-effect transistor should be 
made as large as possible. 

Under normal operating conditions, the drain current of a junction field-
effect transistor cannot be raised much above the value Ipss, as the gate-channel 
p-n junctions will then be biased in the forward direction. In general, when the 
FET is used for amplification purposes, the quiescent current will be set lower 
than IDSS> determined by the required dynamic range of the a.c. input signal. 

The current Ipss increases somewhat with the voltage Vas, as the output 
characteristics are not absolutely horizontal in the pinch-off region as indicated 
in Fig. 7, but climb slightly with Vps as shown in Fig. 1. Measured values of 
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IDss are therefore always quoted with the corresponding value of VDs. The sign 
of loss is given by the following: 

for n-channel types: IDss > 0, 
for p-channel types: IDss < 0. 

2.1.4 CHARACTERISTICS 

In Fig. 8b we noticed that the wedge-shaped depletion layers at both sides of 
the channel at Vas = 0 are due to the voltage drop VDs caused by the drain 
current flowing through the channel resistance. In addition, it is possible to 
apply a negative gate-source voltage VAS, which adds to the existing gate-to-
channel voltage and gives_ a corresponding contribution to the expansion of 
the depletion layers. As a result of the applied VGS, therefore, the current 
carrying channel becomes narrower and consequently its resistance increases.* 
This shows up in a smaller initial slope of the I D — VDs characteristic (see Fig. 
7). Because of the fact that VGs contributes to the depletion layer, pinch-off 
occurs at a correspondingly lower value of the drain-source voltage (point P~ 
in Fig. 7), given by: 

VDs~p> Vas — Vp. (~) 

This equation defines the pinch-off limit in Fig. 7. From the smaller initial 
slope together with the lower value of VDs~p~ it follows that the value of I D in 
the pinch-off region decreases more than proportionally with the applied volt-
age Vcs• 

With the help of a number of simplifying assumptions,~l ~ the dependance 
of ID on Vas in the pinch-off region can be described by: 

ID 
_ 

IUSS ~ I 
Vos 

l  n 

J

I
} ,with VDs constant and ~ VDS(P)• 

Vp 

(3) 

This equation describes the transfer characteristic in the left part of Fig. 7. The 

exponent n in the equation is in practice roughly equal to 2; that is, the drain 

*) Even at VGs = O and I D = O, a depletion layer is present across the gate channel junction, 
caused by the temperature dependent diffusion voltage (see also 4.1.1). 
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current varies approximately as the square of the control voltage. This is why 
FETs offer lower distortion than bipolar transistors with their exponential trans-
fer characteristics. Making similar assumptions, it has been shown ~1~ that the 
equation in the pre-pinch-off region is given by: 

(2 VDs VGs VDsz
ID = IDss j — ~ l — 1— Z ~ for VDs ~ VDscP>• 

l Vp Vp f Vp 

(4) 

From (3), with n = 2, we can derive the transconductance in the pinch-off 
region 

gm =  
SID 

— 2 
IDss ~ 1 — 

VGsI _  2  
vlDss ' I D for VDs ~ VDscP>> (5) 

d VGg — Vp Vp /
f 

— Vp 

showing a linear dependence on VGs and ~ID. 
Similarly, from (4), 

2 'IDss ' VDs 
gm — i  jpZ for VDs ~ VDscPr (6) 

Thus, in pre-pinch-off, g,„ is independant of VGs. From equation (4) we can 
also derive the output conductance gos or the incremental drain-source resist-
ance rds in the pre-pinch-off area 

dI D 1 IDss 

gos = — — 2  
2 

(— VP i VGS — VDS)~ 
d VDS rds TJ P 

for VDs ~ VDscP>• l7) 

Equation (3) suggests that the output conductance in the pinch-off region is 
zero. This is because the equation is based on the assumption that the channel 
profile to the left of the pinch-off point in Fig. 6 is completely independent of 
drain current for VDs > VDscPr In fact, however, when the voltage VDs in-
creases, not only do the depletion layers expand in the direction of the drain 
lead, but the pinch-off point also shifts slightly towards the source. The channel 
thus becomes shorter, so that the drain current increases slightly with the 
drain-source voltage (see equation 1). The output characteristics (Fig. 7) are 
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Plate A. Symmetrical construction of an n-channel junction FET (BFW10 .. . BFW13; see 
Fig. 9) yielding a low on-resistance and a low Rate-capacitance. 
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thus not strictly horizontal beyond the pinch-off limit: so the field-effect tran-
sistor has a finite output conductance. This influence of the voltage VDS on 
the length of the channel is stronger (and hence the output conductance is 
higher), as the channel becomes shorter. On the other hand, a short channel 
is desirable in connection with a high transconductance. With channel lengths 
of a few microns, the output conductance is about 100 times smaller than the 
transconductance. 

2.2 Structure of junction field-effect transistors 

The ratio W/L of a field-effect transistor (see Fig. 6) must be high if a high 
transconductance or a low on-resistance is required. On the other hand W • L 
is proportional to the gate-channel junction area and consequently to the gate-
capacitance. Thus a low gate-capacitance requires a low W • L product. So 
an optimal design will aim at the lowest possible L and adapt W accordingly. 
A practical geometry of a FET is given in Plate A, where 9 channels are con-
nected in parallel between interdigitated source and drain regions. Note that 
the construction is symmetrical so that source and drain contacts can be inter-
changed. Fig. 9gives across-section through the transistor in a plane per-
pendicular to the contact fingers. 

SiOi AI 
s 9 

n-channe 

d 9 s 9 d 

p substrate 

isolation diffusion 
7266575 

epitaxial layer 

Fig.9 Cross-section through the crystal of the n-channel junctionfield-effect transistor BFWIO, at 
right angles to the "teeth of the comb" of Plate A. 

The starting material is a slice of highly daped (i.e. relatively low-ohmic) 
p-type silicon (the substrate), that is provided with an n-type epitaxial layer. 
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Plate B. Construction of an n-channel junction FET BSV78 to 80 in which W/L is about S times 
greater than in the FET of Plate A. This gives a very low on-resistance. 
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Using the planar technique, separate n-type islands are formed for each tran-
sistor on the slice by means of isolation diffusion. Next, thin p+ strips are 
diffused, forming the upper gate-channel junction. These gate-zones are intre-
nally connected with the substrate, which forms the lower gate-channel junction, 
in front of and behind the plane of the paper in Fig. 9, where they meet the 
isolation diffusion. 

In a final diffusion step, the source and drain regions are provided with 
highly conductive n+ zones. This lowers the source and drain series resistance 
and ensures a good ohmic contact with the metal contact fingers that are 
vacuum deposited subsequently. 

Plate B gives another example of a junction FEr. In this case the aim was to 
achieve a very low on-resistance. This is realised by making W/L about 5 times 
greater than in the FEr depicted in Plate A. 
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3 The MOS field-effect transistor 

3.1 Mode of operation 

Unlike the junction field-effect transistor, the Mos field-effect transistor has a 
metal gate electrode which is electrically insulated from the semiconductor 
crystal by a thin oxide film.~3,4 ~ 

This sequence of metal, oxide and semiconductor has given this type of 
transistor its name of Mos-FEr. 

Fig. 10 shows across-section of a Mos-FEr. Two strongly doped n-type zones 
(n+) are diffused into the p-type substrate for the source and drain. The metallic 
gate electrode forms a plate capacitor with the underlying substrate or channel 
region; the dielectric is formed by the oxide film. When the gate has a positive 
voltage with respect to the substrate, electrons in the substrate are attracted to 
and holes repelled from the silicon-silicon dioxide interface by polarisation, 
thus giving an n-type layer (inversion layer) under the dielectric between the 
source and the drain. This inversion layer is called "n-channel". When adrain-
source voltage is applied a current ID flows through this channel. 

oxide layer (Si 07) 

s~ 9 

metallized layer AU 

P 
substrate 

to 

inversion layer 
n -channel 

7Z 66574 

Fig.70 Schematic cross-section through a MOS field-effect transistor (MOS-FET), n-channel 
enhancement type ("normally-off"J. 
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Variation of the voltage VAS changes the electron density, and hence the 
resistance of the n-channel, and therefore the current h. In contrast with the 
junction-FEr however, the gate voltage of the Mos-FET can change sign without 
a gate current starting to flow. 

3.2 Enhancement ("normally-old") and depletion („normally-on") types of 
MOS-FET 

The type of Mos-FEr previously described is an n-channel enhancement type; 
that is, the number of mobile charge carriers (electrons) must first be increased 
(enhanced) by applying a positive gate voltage. There is no channel present at 
zero gate voltage; since a positive drain voltage causes the p-n junction between 
the drain zone and the substrate to be cutt old, no current apart from leakage 
currents will flow between source and drain while the gate voltage remains 
zero. 

The voltage VAS at which appreciable current flow starts, due to the for-
mation of an inversion layer, is called either the pinch-offvoltage VP (as with 
the junction-FET), or the threshold voltage U~. Fig. 12a shows the family of 
characteristics of an enhancement type. 

The opposite of an enhancement type is a depletion type, where a conducting 

VOS 

Fig11 Schematic cross-section through a MOS field-effect transistor, n-channel depletion type 
("normally-on") . 
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channel is present even in the absence of a gate voltage. This effect is caused 
by the immobile positive ions which are always present in the oxide layer (see 
section 3.4). These ions give rise to an n-type inversion layer in the p-type 
substrate, even at Vas = 0, so that a channel is formed. This is shown in 
Fig. 11. 

When the gate voltage is made negative, the stock of mobile electrons in the 
n-channel is depleted, and the drain current falls to zero. When the gate voltage 
is positive, the electron density and hence the drain current is increased again 
as in the enhancement type. This means that a depletion type Mos field-effect 
transistor can be used in both the depletion and the enhancement mode (Fig. 
12b). The junction-FET, on the contrary, is generally applied in the depletion 
mode, because enhancement mode operation results in forward biasing of the 
gate-to-channel diode. 

depletion w~o-►enhancement 

n -channel ~iD !Df 
MOS-FET ~,/ ~ 

a 

normally off 

b 

C 

n-channel 
MOS-FET 

70 

~o~ 

n-channel 
PN-FETo

7 
JOB 

P 

VP

iD 

VGs 

normally on 

VGs 

ID

R 
normally on 

VGs 

i0 

VGs= 4 V 

3V 

2V 
1V 

VDs 

VGs =2V 

1V 

0 

-1V 
zv 

V Ds 

VGs = 0 

-7V 

-2V 

3V 

]266512 V05 

Fig.l2 Examples of characteristics of field-effect transistors. (a) normally-off (enhancement 
type), (b) normally-on (depletion and enhancement type), (c) pure depletion-type (only found in 
junction FETs). 
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It would seem better to make use of the distinction between the two modes 
of operation: "normally on" and "normally off", as has been done in American 
literature. These two terms have the following significances: 

normally on: an appreciable drain current flows at VAS = 0, 
normally off : practically no drain current flows at VAS = 0. 

The main advantage of such a classification of Mos-FETs is that it is based 
directly on a characteristic electrical property of the device and not on physical 
processes in which the user is not directly interested, and which have to be 
translated into terms of electrical performance. 

It follows that the junction field-effect transistor fits into this classification 
as a "normally-on" type (Fig. 12c). 

With normally-off types, the gate operating potential lies between the source 
and drain potentials; this is also the case with bipolar transistors, where the 
base potential lies between that of the emitter and collector. In normally-on 
types on the other hand, the gate potential lies outside the potential levels of 
drain and source, and an "automatic gate bias" can be derived with the aid 
of a resistor in the source lead (see Fig. 38a). 

3.3 P-channel and n-channel MOS-FETs; symbols; normal and inverse operation 

In p-type Mos-FETs the dopings shown in Fig. 10 are reversed, and the signs of 
the currents and voltages adjusted correspondingly. There are thus four pos-
sible types of Mos-FETs, as shown in Fig. 13. 

The symbols used in Fig. 13 are now to be found in most American and 
European publications, though sometimes with slight variations; however they 
are not yet universally accepted. The arrow marks the substrate lead and indi-
cates the direction of current-flow in the forward biased condition of the p-n 
junction. In Mos-FET symbols the gate lead is placed asymmetrically away from 
the source lead to aid distinguishing the drain from the source. 

The symbols used for these devices should allow a distinction to be made 
between normally-on and normally-off types. The convention used here for 
this purpose, again of American origin, shows the thick line representing the 
channel as unbroken for normally-on types, and broken for normally-off 
types. 
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it Cannot be made so far lsee section 3.4, last paragraph. xazlin 

Fig.13 MOS field-effect transistors. The substrate terminal b (for "bulk") is generally connected 
to the source, the connection often being made internally. 

3.4 The pinch-ofl voltage* 

The pinch-off voltage VP depends strongly on several factors which are: fixed 
charge in the oxide, the surface states at the silicon-silicon dioxide interface ~4', 
and the substrate doping level. Proper control of the interface effects is essential 
if a reproducible pinch-off voltage is to be obtained sufficiently independent of 
temperature and age; this can only be achieved by using highly sophisticated 
technological processes. 

*) Other terms used for this quantity are the gate-source cut-off voltage Vcsaer. and especially 
.for normally-off types, the threshold voltage VT. 
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As in the junction FET, the pinch-off voltage is the gate-source voltage at 
which the drain current becomes zero. Vp is thus to be found at the foot of the 
In — Vcs characteristic. It is also the voltage at which the inversion layer starts 
forming in the channel region. There are three factors apart from the gate 

voltage which control this process (see Figs 14 and 15) 

— the charges in the silicon-dioxide film, Vox; 
— the charges of ionised impurity atoms in the depletion region, containing 

no mobile charge carriers, between the inversion layer and the neutral sub-
strate — Vd~; 

— traps in the oxide-silicon interface, which capture mobile charge carriers 

— Vtrap• 

These factors can be represented by equivalent gate-source voltages, denoted 
by Vox, Vd~ and Vrrap. They give rise to a horizontal shift of the I D — Vcs 
characteristic, the foot of which would otherwise lie at Vas = 0. To under-
stand this, consider the normally-on n-channel Ntos-FEr shown in Fig. 14. 
Positive charges in the oxide layer can give rise to an n-type inversion channel 
in the p-type silicon, and hence to a current ID ; so the Io — VGS characteristic 
is shifted to the left by a distance Vox. 

The voltage Vag works in the opposite direction; this is the voltage required 

+ positive oxide charges 

mobile electrons 
s 0 SiOZ

+++ +, 

od 

O ~ O 

P 
substrate 

n 

n -channel 

b 101 

depletion layer 
(no mobile charge 
carriers; only ionized, 
negative acceptors) 

Fig.14 Elements of the pinch-off voltage VP for anormally-on n-channel MOS-FET. A channel 

is already present at Vas = 0. Normally-off n-channel types can be achieved by making Vag high 
enough (high doping of the p-type substrate). The channel constriction at the drain end, caused 

by the drain current, is not shown here —drain current is assumed to be zero. 
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Fig.15 Elements of the pinch-off voltage VP for nnormally-oJf p-channel MOS-FET. A negative 
gate-source voltage is required for formation of the p-type inversion layer in the channel zone. 
The channel constriction at the drain end, caused by the drain current, is not shown here —drain 
current is asswned to be zero. 

to invert the p-type silicon to n-type at the surface, in the absence of oxide film 
and traps. For this inversion, the holes originally present at the surface must 
be driven downwards away from it; the charges on the remaining fixed acceptor 
atoms will now appear as a negative space charge. To reach equilibrium they 
must be balanced by a positive charge of equal magnitude on the gate, so a 
positive voltage Vd~ must be applied before drain current can flow. The 
ID — Vcs curve is thus shifted a distance Vd~ to the right; the larger the 
acceptor space charge, the larger the shift. With a sufficiently high substrate 
doping level, anormally-off n-channel type will be achieved (Vp > 0); the 
transconductance falls with increased doping however ~5 ~. 

Traps are crystal imperfections which can capture mobile charge carriers. 
Drain current can only start to flow when all traps are filled. With an n-channel 
type therefore, V7rAn causes a shift of the characteristic to the right. 

Consideration of the corresponding situation in a p-channel Mos-FEr (Fig. 
15) shows that when the oxide film is positively charged, all three factors V„x, 
Vd~ and Vrrap act in the same direction, opposing drain current, and resulting 
in a normally-off p-type device. Since it is very difficult to make silicon-dioxide 
films with negative charges, p-channel Mos-FEr are so far only found as nor-
mally-off (enhancement) types. 
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3.5 Characteristics 

The ID — VDS characteristics of MOs-FETs do not differ basically from those 
of the junction FET already considered. Typical families of Mos-FET charac-
teristics are shown at Fig. 12. As with junction FETs, the drain current increases 
linearly with the drain-source voltage from Vns = 0; the steepness of this 
increase is greater when the gate voltage is higher, since the inversion layer 
is then thicker and the channel resistance consequently lower. Because of the 
voltage drop along the channel due to the drain current, the channel becomes 
progressively thinner at the drain end as the drain current increases. The 
increase of I D with VDs thus becomes progressively slower, until a minimum 
channel cross-section is reached at the voltage VDS(P) = I'cs — VP or at VDc = 
—VP. (See section 2.1.4, eq. 2). As with junction FETs, this effect is known 
as pinch-off. 

In the pinch-off region, the drain current does not increase appreciably with 
VDs at constant Vas. Fig. 16 represents simply the conditions in the pinch-off 
region ~6•'~, showing a depletion layer between the drain diffusion area and 
the substrate. The part of the drain-source voltage above the value Vns(r> is 
dropped across this depletion layer, while the voltage drop across the channel 
stays roughly equal to VDS(P)• The electrons reaching the left-hand edge of the 
depletion layer at the end of the channel are transported to the drain zone by 
the electric field in the depletion layer. 

9Y (+) 

VOS > VOSlPI 

d o (+) 

depletion layer 
p-substrate 

]Z 66565.1 

b (0) 

Fig.l6 N-channel MOS-FET operating in the pinch-o,~'region (VDs > T'Ds(P>J• 
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Since the channel becomes somewhat shorter as the depletion layer grows, 
and the channel resistance consequently decreases slightly, the current in the 
pinch-off region will also increase a little. The smaller the relative change in 
channel length, the flatter will be the characteristic and hence the higher the 
output resistance of the transistor (see section 2.1.4, last paragraph). 

With the aid of a number of simplifying assumptions,~3.4.s•6•'.~4~ the drain 
current in the pinch-off region can be written as: 

In i~ (Vcs — VP~ Z > (g~ 

where 

W 
l~ =,us' Cox' — , 

I 
(9) 

~s =the surface mobility of the charge carriers in the channel; 
Cox = E • ~o/d, the capacitance of the oxide layer per unit area (d = thick-
ness of oxide layer, see Fig. 16); 
W is the channel width (at right angles to the plane of the paper in Fig. 16); 
L is the channel length, depending slightly on the drain-source voltage (Fig. 
16). 

The surface mobility EIS is only about a quarter of the volume mobility ~.V, 
which determines the behaviour of the junction FET (eq. 1). As with the junc-
tion FET, the ratio W/L should be as large as possible, to ensure high trans-
conductance. 

The quadratic relation between the control voltage and the drain current 
(eq. 8) is an excellent approximation to the real behaviour of the Mos-FET over 
at least a 10 : 1 range of value of I D. At high currents, errors arise because of 
the resistance of the conductors, while surface charges and the finite channel 
thickness begin to play a role at low currents. 

For norma
/

lly-on Ntos-FETs, equation (8) is often written in the form: 

/ VGS 
\Z 

In = Inss Ivv 1 V J1 (10) 
P 

where Inss — ''—z ~' VP~• (11) 

Inns is the drain-source short-circuit current flowing at VGS = 0 (see 
section 2.1.3). 
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3.6 The capacitance-voltage characteristic 

The static and dynamic properties of the Mos-FET are largely determined by the 
"Mos capacitance" between the gate and the silicon. This capacitance depends 
on the gate-substrate voltage, and determination of the curve of this relation-
ship, the Mos C-V curve, gives important information about the properties of 
the silicon/oxide interface; such information relates to conductivity of the 
silicon in the channel region, the surface charges, and traps. 

A measurement based on the foregoing is often made on Mos-FETs to deter-
mine the gate-source short-circuit capacitance Cgss as a function of Vas. This 
measurement, made with the source and drain connected, gives the capacitance-
voltage characteristic shown at Fig. 17, the C-V curve. 

At highly negative values of gate voltage V~, excess holes are present in the 
silicon surface next to the oxide boundary, and C9S5 is mainly determined by 
the oxide capacitance Cox, that is by the dielectric constant and thickness of 
the oxide layer. As the gate voltage becomes less negative, a point is reached 
when the positive charge in the oxide is just balanced by the applied negative 
voltage and the hole concentration at the surface is equal to the bulk concen-
tration. As the gate voltage increases further, a depletion layer with fewer holes 
is formed at the oxide surface, see Fig. 14; this acts like a capacitor Cdr in 

VG 

metal ° oxide 

\~~ \ 
of 
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p substrate 
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Ce, 

Cox Cd[ _ ~~-~_- _ with 
Ce,'Cd[ `traps 
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Frg17 Dependence of the dlfferenttal gate-source short-circuit capacitance Cgss (r.e. the capaci-
tance for small signals) on the gate voltage for anormally-on n-channel MOS-FET. 
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series with Cox. The resulting value of Cgss continues to decrease until a value 
of V~ is reached at which an n-type inversion channel starts forming at the 
surface of the silicon. 

This n-channel connects the source and drain zones; that is, the capacitance 
Cdr now has a conducting channel shunted across it. As the gate voltage 
increases further, this shunt resistance progressively decreases, so that the 
resultant capacitance Cys increases again to the value Cox„ because Cdr will 
be finally short-circuited. 

If traps are present, they will delay the formation of the n-channel, because 
all the traps have to be filled firstly by electrons. The Cgss can rise again, as 
shown by the broken line in Fig. 17. At the point where the broken line starts 
to rise, the gate voltage is equal to the pinch-off voltage VP. In determining 
the GV curve of Fig. 17 it has been taken into account that the positive charges 
in the oxide film start to cause channel formation even at a negative gate voltage 
(see Fig. 14). 
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Fig18 Influence of the source-substrate voltage VBS on the control characteristic of a MOS 
field-effect transistor (n-channel MOS-FET BFR29 [s used as an excrmpleJ. 
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3.7 The substrate as a control electrode 

The drain current can also be controlled via the substrate lead b, if it is available 
separately. Fig. 18 shows the In — Vcs characteristics for the normally-on 
n-channel Nlos-FEr BFR29. This device has two control electrodes, the gate 
and the substrate, which can be used to multiply two signals for instance, in 
mixer stages, analog applications etc. 

However it must be remembered that when the substrate is used as a control 
electrode it acts as a junction gate. The substrate and the channel are separated 
by a depletion layer, Fig. 14. This results in the input resistance between the 
substrate and the source being lower than that between the insulated gate and 
the source. 

3.8 Structure of MO5 field-effect transistors 

3.g.1 OVERLAP OF THE GATE ELECTRODE 

In normally-off types, the gate electrode must overlap the source and drain 
zones, since otherwise there will be regions at drain and source end of the 
channel where it is not possible to induce an inversion layer. The overlap leads 
to relatively high parasitic capacitances if the oxide film underneath the over-
lapping parts of the gate is not made much thicker than that above the channel. 
A method of constructing an overlap without high parasitic capacitances is 
described in the next section. 

3.8.2 STRUCTURE OF A DEPLETION TYPE MOS-FET 

Positive charges in the oxide layer of a depletion Mos-FET create a conductive 
channel even at zero gate-source voltage. To prevent the occurrence of parasitic 
channels in parallel with the desired channel, it is necessary to make a closed 
structure, as for instance by surrounding the drain area completely by the gate 
area (see Plate C). 

The device capacitances, and particularly the feedback capacitance, must be 
as low as possible in order to ensure optimal performance as a high frequency 
amplifier or as a chopper. The gate capacitance is determined physically by the 
area of gate metallisation and the thickness of gate oxide. High transcon-
ductance or low on-resistance require the oxide above the channel to be as thin 
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Plate C. Closed structure (drain surrounded by gate) of a depletion MOS-FET (BSV81). 
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as possible, typically U.2 µm. In early Mos-FErs this thin oxide was also 
present above the source and drain regions next to the channel. Due to toler-
ances in the mask alignment it often happens that part of the gate metallisation 
extends above the source or drain areas, thus giving rise to quite high and 
varying input or feedback capacitances. In modern Mos-FErs like the one 
shown in Plate C, this problem has been overcome by means of a special 
diffusion technique that enables formation of a much thicker oxide layer under 
the overlapping parts of the gate electrode (see Fig. 19). 

Fig.19 Crass-section through MOS-FET with one gate (see also Plate C). 

The thin extensions of the source and drain diffusion areas are diffused from 
a thick doped oxide layer in which a small window has been etched in advance. 
A thin oxide layer (0.2 µm) is later grown in this window, forming the proper 
gate oxide, and matching perfectly with the proper channel. Tolerances due to 
the alignment of the gate metallisation mask in this case are far less critical. 

3.8.3 MOS-FET wrrx rwo carEs (MOS-FET rErxoDE) 

For v.h.f. and u.h.f. applications the feedback capacitance of a normal triode 
Mos-FEr is too high (abt 0.5 pF). Much -lower values (abt 0.02 pF) can be ob-
tained by adding a second gate electrode, which can then also be used for auto-
matic gain control. The structure of such aMos-FEr is shown in Fig. 20a. 
When gate g2 is earthed for high frequencies, feedback between the drain and 
gate g~ is made extremely low because of the screening effect of gate gz. The 
output conductance of the tetrode configuration is also very low, since the 
drain load resistance of the lower Mos-FEr equals the transconductance of the 
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Plate D. Construction of a MOS-FET tetrode (BFS28). (See Fig. 20). 
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upper Mos-FEr in Fig. 206. Thus modulation of the drain-source voltage of the 
lower Mos-FEr is relatively small. 

7266969 

a 

upper' MOS-FET 

„lower' MOS-FET 

b 

Fig.20 (a) Cross-section through MOS ,h'eld-effect transistor with two gates (MOS-FET 
tetrode, see Plate DJ. (bJ Circuit diagram oFthe MOS-FET shown in Fig. 20a. 

The MOS-FEr tetrode shown in Plate D is the BFS28 and has the following 
data at Ip = 10 mA 

Transfer admittance at f = 1 kHz: typically 13 mS2- ~ 
Feedback capacitance, CoG : typically 25 fF 
Output conductance at f 1 kHz: typically 20 µS2-1

For further details see our Data Handbook. 
The Mos-FEr tetrode has low h.f. noise, low cross-modulation and low inter-

modulation properties. An example of a circuit making use of a Mos-FEr tetrode 
is given in Section 5.4.4. 
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Prate E. Construction of the integrated circuit TAA320 comprising a p-channel enhancement 
MOS-FET, a bipolar transistor and a resistor. 
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3.8.4 AN INTEGRATED CIRCUIT INCORPORATING A MOS-FET AND A BIPOLAR 

TRANSISTOR 

A circuit with interesting properties is obtained if a Mos-FET is combined with 
a bipolar transistor as shown in Plate E (see section 5.4.3). The voltage across 
the resistor in the drain biases the bipolar transistor. The three components 
are integrated; Fig. 21 shows a schematic cross-section through the crystal. 

gate 
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P — i ~ 

MOS-FET 

n 
substrate 

6 
collector, 
source 

n 

ozscsei.i 
transistor 

Fig.2! Schematic section thrutrgh crystal of the integrated amplifier circuit TAA320 (See 
Plate EJ. 
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4 Electrical properties 

4.1 D.C. characteristics 

Two most important d.c. characteristics of field-effect transistors have already 
been discussed; they are the pinch-off voltage VP and the drain-source short-
circuit currentlnss•The d.c. behaviour of a field-effect transistor can be de-
scribedwith their aid, as in the form of equation 10. Figs 22 and 23 give circuits 
which can be used for measurement of VP and Inss• 

Like the d.c. characteristics of bipolar transistors, VP and h ss have a relativ-
ely large spread and are temperature dependent. This should be borne in mind 
when designing the adjustment of the operating point for these devices; it is 
dealt with in more detail in section 5.1. 

Fig.22 Measurement of the pinch-ofI'voltnge VP. The value of 1µA given for h is an example 

only. VP is often measured at lower drain currents. 

Fig.23 Measurement of the drain-source short-circuit current Inss• 

4.1.1. INFLUENCE OF TEMPERATURE 

Variation of drain current with temperature, but at constant Vas and Vas, is 
caused by two opposite effects. Firstly the mobility of charge carriers in the 
channel decreases with temperature; this effect on its own would cause a 
reduction in drain current (equations (1) and (3)). 
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Secondly the pinch-off voltage increases with temperature; this effect on its 
own would cause an increase in drain current (eq. (3)). The relative effects can 
be adjusted. 

Fig. 24 shows typical dependence of the transfer characteristic on tempera-
ture. At the operating point Z the two temperature effects cancel each other 
and the drain current becomes temperature-independent ~8~. This is valid for 
both junction and Ivtos field-effect transistors. 

Zero temperature 
coefficient point 

— CGS 

Fig.24 Temperature dependence of the ID — vas characteristic of an n-channelfield-effect transis-
tor. The compensation point Z is subject to manufacturing spread of the pinch-off vohage. 

In Fig. 25a and b the drain current of junction field-effect transistors BFW12 
and BFW13 is plotted as a function of temperature. It will be noted that at 
higher drain currents than that at point Z the temperature effect of mobility 
predominates; at lower currents the effect of pinch-off voltage predominates. 
This represents a basic difference between field-effect and bipolar transistors, 
the collector current of the latter always increasing with temperature. Con-
sequently field-effect transistors do not exhibit thermal instability (run-away). 

The temperature dependence of drain current in any FET can be represented 
by an equivalent voltage source Ede and an equivalent current source Id, at the 
input of atemperature-independent active element (see Fig. 26). 
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Fig.25 Temperature dependence of the drain current of two n-channeljunction field-effect tran-
sistors. (a) In this case point Z in Fig. 24 is at a negative Vps value, with predomination of tem-
perature dependence of charge carrier mobility. (b) In this case point Z can be in7agined as 
a positive Vps value, with predomination_of temperature dependence of VP. 
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Fig.26 Temperature-dependent drift sources in a field-effect transistor. Va. voltage drift; I a,. 
current drift; Rg resistance of sign l source. 
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4.1.1~[t) JUNCTION FIELD-EFFECT TRANSISTORS 

The temperature dependence of the equivalent voltage and current sources for 
an n-channel junction field-effect transistor is given by: 

dE~,, ID 1 duV dVP 

-- _ 
dT gfs ,u~ dT dT 

dld~ .\ 0.15 IBS at 300 K *; (13) 
dT 

where 

,u,, =volume mobility at the operating temperature in question; 

1 dui
—  ,.  —6.10-  s/degC at T = 300 K; 
,u~ dT 

dVP
  —2.2 mV/degC at 300 K **; 
dT 

I cs — gate-source current at the operating temperature in question (I~s < 0). 

It follows from eq. (12) that the voltage drift is zero at a certain value of 

drain current; such compensation is not possible with bipolar transistors. Point 
Z in Fig. 24 can be found by making dEdr/dT in eq. (12) equal to zero. The 
coordinate Vcs~z> of point Z can be calculated from eq. (4) which gives: 

Io 1 
-- _ — (Vcs~z)— VP) 
gfs n 

and (12) 

(14) 

Combining eqs (12) and (14) and substituting the values given for (1 /µ,,) • (dui /dT) 
and n (ti 2), 

Vcs~z~ — VP .. 0.73 V at 300 K. (15) 

This implies that any junction-FET biased at 0.73 V from VP is biased at its 
zero temperature coefficient point. However, because of the relatively large 

*) This means that the gate leakage current doubles with a temperature rise of 7 degC. 

* *) The thermal drift of VP equals the Cher»ml drift of diffusion voltage Va, ff of the gate-channel 
junction. 
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manufacturing spread of pinch-off voltage, it is difficult to apply drift com-
pensation in mass-produced equipment. 

In cases where the device is not biased at V~S~Z~, it may be useful to be able 
to predict the drift of VAS for any drain current. From the previous equations 
it can be derived that drift referred to the input equals 2.2 (1— b~[o/Io~z~) mV/ 
degC. if the pinch-offvoltage is 0.73 V, then from eq. (15) the compensation point 
is to be found at VAS = 0 or at ID =loss• 

4.1.1(17) MOS FIELD-EFFECT TRANSISTORS 

The temperature dependence of the equivalent voltage (Edr) and current (Iar) 
sources of a Mos-FET is similar to that of a junction-FEr. There are again two 
opposing effects: variation of mobility with temperature, reducing the drain 
current, and variation of pinch-off voltage with temperature, raising the drain 
current. 

The contribution of mobility to the voltage drift of the Mos-FEr is the same 
as for the junction-FET, that is the first term of equation (12). It is again pro-
portional to the voltage ~ VAS — VP ~ ; thus this part of the voltage drift can 
be varied by changing the gate-source voltage, and the operating point can be 
chosen so that the total voltage drift is reduced to zero in the region of a specific 
operating point~9l. The temperature coefficient of surface mobility has been 
found by measurement on various types of Ivtos-FET to be about —5.2x 10-3/ 
degC. The temperature coefficients of surface mobility of Ivtos-FETs and of 
volume mobility of junction-FETs are thus similar. 

The second term in equation (12), the thermal drift of Vp, is not determined 
exclusively by that of the diffusion voltage, as in the case of the junction-FET. 
The pinch-off voltage of a tvtos-FET consists of the components Vox, Vd~ and 
Vr,ap (see Figs 14 and IS). The charges in the oxide film do not depend on the 
temperature, so Vox does not cause any thermal drift. It follows that the thermal 
drift of VP of a Mos-FEr is determined therefore by the two remaining com-
ponents, viz.: 

(i) The temperature dependence of Vag (Figs 14 and 15), which is given by 
aVd,yf/~T (equation 12), as with the junction-FET; in the case of the Mos-FET 
this quantity can vary from 1 mV/degC to 8 mV/degC, depending on 
doping level. 
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(ii) The temperature dependence of V,rpp. Both Vd~ and VTraP lead to an 
increase in drain current with a rise in temperature. The drift of Vt~up can 
be kept below 5 mV/degC for Ivtos-FETs, compared with 2.2 mV/degC for 
junction-FETs. 

It is difficult to make use of the zero voltage drift point of Ivtos-FETs in circuit 
design, because they have a relatively high gate voltage drift with time. They 
have a high l.f. noise (see section 4.4), and are also sensitive to high volt-
ages at the gate (see section 4.1.4). 

Theoretically the Mos-FET also has a current drift, determined like that of 
the junction-FET by the temperature dependence of the gate leakage current. 
However this current is so small (]0-14 A), that it can be neglected. 

4.1.2 THE GATE-LEAKAGE CURRENT 

The best-known feature of FETs is their high input impedance in common source 
and in source-follower configurations as a result of the low gate leakage current 
at room temperature, usually of a few pico-amperes. 

The leakage current figures quoted in specifications are usually those for Icss 
the reverse current of the diode formed between the gate and the shorted 
drain/source, see Fig. 27. I~SS changes sharply with temperature, as shown in 
Fig. 28. 

Of much more importance to the user is the gate leakage current I~ under 
more usual operating conditions, that is with a current Io flowing through, and 
a voltage VDS across the FET. In practice this I~ will not substantially differ 
from Icss, provided the user is aware of certain phenomena and has therefore 
chosen the operating conditions wisely. These phenomena show up as a strong 
dependence of I~ on drain current ID and on drain to source voltage VDS if this 
voltage exceeds a few times the pinch-off voltage VP (see Fig. 29). 

fiig.27 Circuit for measurement of the gate-source short-circuit leakage current Icss• 
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This effect has been explained in terms of impact-ionisation in the narrow 
end of the channel, when the electric field becomes so strong that it exceeds 
the critical field strength where the drift velocity of the electrons satu-
rates.~' o,33,1z~ Due to these high fields, the impact-ionisation probability in-
creases, and although the multiplication factor M is still very low, the resulting 
"excess" gate current becomes orders of magnitude higher than the low voltage 
leakage current. This "excess" gate current is proportional to the drain current 
because the volume of the high field zone in the channel is proportional to the 
drain current. 

Thus the "excess" gate current is of importance when the Fer is biased at 
high voltage and high current (see Fig. 30). The "excess" gate current increases 
only slightly with temperature, in contrast to the low voltage gate current, which 
increases exponentially (see Fig. 31). 
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The gate current of Mos-FErs is nearly proportional to the drain-source volt-
age, because the oxide layer behaves like a very high resistance. The temperature 
coefficient is also much smaller than that of junction-FETs. 

The substrate leakage current of Ntos-FETs however has the same temperature 
and voltage-dependent behaviour as described for junction-FETs.~13j. 

4.1.3 BREAKDOWN VOLTAGES 

In junction field-effect transistors the maximum permissible voltages are deter-
mined by avalanche breakdown of the p-n junctions between gate and channel. 
In general, breakdown will start at the drain end of the channel, because this is 
where the highest reverse voltages across the p-n junction are found under 
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normal operating conditions (see Fig. 6). It is seen from Fig. 7 that the break-
down voltage between drain and source is highest when Vas = 0. As the 
reverse gate voltage increases (V~s < 0), the breakdown voltage drops, since 
the total voltage across the p-n junction is the sum of the voltages Vns and 
—V~s. It follows that the drain-source breakdown voltage will decrease by the 
same amount as the gate-source reverse voltage is increased (in Fig. 7 by 1 V 
from one characteristic to the next), hence 

V<srz>osx — V(Ba)DS5 + Vcs> 

where 

(16) 

Vcax>osx is the breakdown voltage between drain and source with a given 
gate-source voltage; 

Vcsn)nss is the breakdown voltage between the drain and the source when 
gate and source are short-circuited (V~s = 0). 

There is quite a high risk that the permissible dissipation in the transistor will 
be exceeded during measurement of the breakdown voltage Vcsx~nss, since this 
measurement is carried out at a relatively high current. This risk can be avoided 
by measuring the drain-gate breakdown voltage Vicee>Dco with the source open-
circuited, which closely corresponds with the voltage Vcan>nss• The current 
flowing in this case is only the very small leakage current Icno, and the dissi-
pation is negligible. The principle of measurement of V<Bn>nco is shown in 
Fig. 32. 

Fig32 Measurement of the drain-to-gate breakdown voltage V~ee>nco• 
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In Mos-FErs the breakdown voltages between the gate and other electrodes 
depend on the thickness and purity of the oxide film. The breakdown phenom-
enon here is irreversible, because ashort-circuit will be formed. 

The maximum permissible drain-source voltage of the Mos-FET is determined 
by the breakdown voltage of the drain to substrate junction (see Fig. 16), when 
the substrate and source are short-circuited, which is generally the case. Ex-
periments have shown that gate metallisation decreases the drain-source break-
down voltage. 

4.1.4 SAFETY MEASURES TO BE TAKEN WITH MOS-PETS 

Static charges on the gate electrode can give such high field strengths in the 
extremely thin oxide film as to lead to breakdown and destruction of the 
MOS-FET. 

To safeguard the gates against damage due to accumulation of static charge 
during transport or handling, the leads are encircled by a ring of conductive 
rubber, which should be removed just after the transistor is soldered into the 
circuit. After having been soldered into the circuit, the resistances between the 
gate and the other terminals are generally low enough to allow undesirable 
static charges to leak away. If this is not the case, a protective circuit must be 
provided at the Mos-FET input, for example back to back voltage reference 
diodes. By using suitable feedback circuitry it can be ensured that this safety 
circuit does not affect the high d.c. input resistance (about 1014 ohms) which 
can be attained with Mos-FETs. 

4.2 The small signal equivalent circuit 

A small signal equivalent circuit is useful if the desired accuracy is not in con-
flict with the desired simplicity. This means that a small signal equivalent circuit 
is only valid in a restricted frequency range. Fig. 33 shows an equivalent circuit 
that is valid for junction FErs and Mos-FErs. 
This equivalent circuit can be used up to two or three times the frequency 
determined by the input time constant a, = C9,./gm. At higher frequencies 
one has to take into account not only the series inductance of the electrode 
leads but also the series resistance in the drain and the phase shift of the mutual 
conductance g,,,. 
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Fig.33 Small signal equivalent circuit for a FET. 

The conducting channel can be considered as a transmission line with dis-
tributed capacitive and resistive elements. The equivalent circuit at Fig. 33 is 
composed of several components as follows: 
a. The gate-to-source resistance r9S•. 

At room temperature this resistance is about 1011 ohms for junction-FETs 
and about 10" ohms for Mos-FETs. The higher the gate-leakage current, the 
smaller is this resistance. 

b. The gate-to-drain resistance ryd. 

The value of this resistance is similar to that of r95•. However in junction 
FErs, r 9d decreases above a certain drain-to-source voltage (see section 4.1.2). 

c. The gate-to-source capacitance CAS•. 
This capacitance represents the gate-to-channel capacitance formed by the 
depletion region in the channel, between pinch-off point and source, and is 
voltage dependent. 

d. The loss resistance rS•. 
This resistance represents a part of the channel resistance. An a.c. current 
which flows into the gate via the gate-channel capacitance also flows through 
the source-end of the conducting part of the channel. It has been found that 
a good approximation is given by: 

for junction-FETs r•S• 
1 

3 gm 

1 
for MOS-FETS YS• _  

5 gm 
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e. The gate-to-drain capacitance C9d. 
This capacitance is another part of the gate-to-channel capacitance, formed 
by the depletion region between pinch-off point and the drain-end, and is 
thus voltage dependent. 

f. The mutual conductance g,,, (see section 2.1.4) is determined by the impurity 
density in the channel, and its geometry. 
The mutual conductance changes with current according to equation (5). 

g. The drain-to-source conductance gds. (,• gos in common source configura-
tion as used in section 2.1.4). 
This conductance increases with current and decreases with drain-to-source 
voltage. The ratio of drain-to-source conductance to mutual conductance 
is smallest for FEr types having the highest channel length (L); this ratio 
varies in general between 10- z and 10- s for junction-FErs and between 10-1
and 10-2 for Mos-FErs. 

h. The source series resistance rss.. 
This is a material resistance between the intrinsic source and the source 
contact. 
It is about 10 to 20 ohms in practice. 

The y-parameters and other four-pole parameters can be derived from the small 
signal equivalent circuit (see section 5.2). 

4.3 Distortion 

Distortion is caused by non-linearity of the transfer characteristic: 

ID — IDSS \ 1 — YGSI VP)°• (17) 

If n = 2, equation (17) contains only first and second order terms. However, 
since n is not exactly 2, FErs will produce also third and higher order terms. 
Making n = 2 would require all impurities to be concentrated in the middle 
of the channel (a spike profile ~2~). In actual FErs the impurities are distributed 
over the whole channel height. Distortion decreases as ~ 1— VGSI VP ~ increases, 
so the higher the d.c. drain current, the lower will be the distortion. 

An important difference between FErs and bipolar transistors is the contri-
bution of third harmonic distortion, which is much lower for FErs than for 
bipolars; this means that FErs exhibit relatively favourable intermodulation 
and cross-modulation figures. 
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4.4 Noise 

The noise behaviour of FErs differs appreciably from that of bipolar transistors 
in that: 

— the minimum noise figure is smaller at all frequencies; 
— the optimum noise admittance for minimum noise figure is lower. 

Four types of noise are to be found in FErs: 

— thermal noise in the conducting channel; 
— shot noise from the gate leakage current; 
— l.f. noise (1/f noise); 
— shot noise from the substrate leakage current, in n-tos-FErs only. 

Noise behaviour in fourpoles is usually defined in the form of an equivalent 
voltage source En and an equivalent current source In at the input terminals 
of a noise-free device. The mean square values of E„ and In are: 

ens _~Enl~ ,., 4 kTdf/g,,, ~- I E~fl ~~ ~18) 

tn2 — IIn2 ;v  4kTdfgm w2 Zi Z + 2 gIGd J, (19) 

Re En* I n 4 kTdf (0.5 wz,)~, (20) 

Im E„* I n ~. 4 kTdf (0.85 wzt), (21) 

where 
— the terms containing the factor 4 kT are of thermal origin, 
— the term ~E~r I ~ represents the l.f. noise (see e„ in Fig. 34), 
— the term 2 gi~df represents the shot noise (see i„ in Fig. 35), with I~ being 

the gate leakage current including excess gate current at high drain-source 
voltages (see section 4.1.2). 

Equations (18) to (21) are valid for junction-FErs up to frequencies for which 
~~z, < 1, where zi = C9S/gm ; they are also valid for Mos-FErs with the restric-
tion that all 4 kT terms have to be multiplied by a factor of from 1 to 4, de-
pending on the substrate doping. 
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The term ~E~r12 is much higher for Mos-PETS than for junction-FETs (about 
105 times). For Mos-FETs the shot noise term in equation (19) can be neglected 
in the majority of applications. Equations (18) to (21) lead to the conclusion 
that 

F,,,,„ ..  1 ~- 1.1 wt, -}- 0.5 w2zi2 + dF, (22) 

and 

(23a) 

bs opt. _ —0.7 wCgs, (23b) 

gs opt. — 0.55 wC ys + gsoo~ 

dF in equation (22) = 
IE~s 

l
/ 29' Ic 

2kT 1 df 
and 

1 
Ssoo in equation (23a) _  • ~/(2q • I~ • df). 

IE'crI 

The terms dF and gsoo are of importance when calculating noise at audio fre-
quencies. For junction-FETs the value of dF at 100 kHz is about equal to the 
sum of the other frequency dependent terms in equation (22). 

4.5 D.C. stability 

The operating point of a field-effect transistor will change with time, even at 
constant temperature; this instability occurs particularly with Mos-FETs, and is 
due to charge displacements in the oxide film, and to charging and discharging 
of traps at the oxide/semi-conductor interface. These processes can have time 
constants of up to several weeks.~14~ 

The disturbance in the charge equilibrium leads to a horizontal shift of the 
transfer characteristic (Figs 14 and 15). For example, if a large positive voltage 
is applied to the gate of an n-channel Mos-PET for a long time (say half an 
hour) the ID — VAS characteristic will be found to be shifted to the left after 
the voltage is removed. In this way anormally-off Mos-PET can temporarily 
become anormally-on Mos-PET. The shift of the transfer characteristic will be 
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greater as the voltage applied to the gate is higher; it also increases with tem-
perature and with the duration of the period for which the gate voltage is ap-
plied. After some time, however, the characteristic will no longer shift. By 
means of special treatment of the silicon-dioxide film, such as incorporation 
of phosphorus, it has proved possible to appreciably reduce the long-term drift. 
For example, the equivalent gate-source voltage drift d Vas/d t of modern field-
effect transistors at constant temperature after one hour of operation, amounts 
to about 5 mV/h for a Mos-FET and 5 ~.V/h for ajunction-FET. Using the dif-
ferential amplifier principle, the equivalent differential long-term voltage drift 
will again be reduced by a factor of about 10. 
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Detail of the input stage of an oscilloscope showing n specially selected matched pair of n-channel 
FETs (similar to the BFSZI/21A family) which are thervnally coupled by means of n metal S-
clip. (Photograph by courtesy of Telequipment Ltd, England). 
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5 Circuits with field-effect transistors 

51 The operating point 

The operating point of a field-effect transistor in an amplifier is determined by 
the quiescent drain-source voltage Vas and the quiescent drain current h (see 
Fig. 36). 

ADS 

ADS ADD ADS 

Frg.36 Fixbig the operating point of junction and MOS freld-eJ~ect transistors. 

It is not generally a good idea to fix the quiescent voltage V as, as the quiescent 
drain current will then be subject to a relatively large spread in the h — Vcs 
characteristic. The corresponding spread of the operating point and the sub-
sequent decrease of the dynamic range become more marked with larger values 
of drain resistance RD. However a high value of RD is often desirable to obtain 
high voltage amplification; consequently the spread of ID should be as low as 
possible. 
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Apart from the manufacturing spread, the influence of temperature and of 
supply voltage on the operating point should also be taken into account. 

In the simplest case, the operating point can be set with the aid of a separate 
supply source V~~, as shown in Fig. 37. The gate leakage current which flows 
through R~ (= 100 MS2) increases exponentially with temperature. If this 
would result in an increase of the gate leakage current to 10 nA, it would lead 
to a change of 10 nA x 100 MS2 = 1 V in the gate voltage, the direction of 
change being such as to make the drain current increase. 

v~<<>o 0 

Fig.37 Simple circuit for adjustment of the operating point of junction and MOS field-effect 

transistors. 

As with bipolar transistors, the operating point of field-effect transistors can 
also be stabilised against the effects of manufacturing spread and temperature 
changes by means of d.c. feedback (see Fig. 38). 

V pp aO 

0 

a b 

Frg.38 Stabilisation of the operating point of junction and MOS field-effect transistor by d.c. 
feedback with a source resistance Rs in combination with (a) RG and (b) RI /RZ. 
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The feedback is obtained by means of the source resistance RS. A.C. feedback 
can be prevented by shunting RS with a decoupling capacitor. The stabilising 
effect on the drain current is improved by making the voltage IDRS across the 
resistance high with respect to the voltage VAS — Vp. This is true for the 
influence of both manufacturing spreads and temperature. For operation in 
the depletion mode the very simple circuit of Fig. 38a can be used (— Vcs 
= IDRS). For operation in the enhancement mode it is necessary to have a 
voltage divider R1/RZ (Fig. 38b). 

Fig. 39 shows a method of stabilising the operating point which is only 
suitable for enhancement mode operation. Its stabilising effect is based on d.c. 
feedback via resistors RD and RK. Since the gate current is zero, this circuit 
operates at VDS =Vcs• The voltage drop IDRD has the same effect as the 
voltage drop IDRS in the circuit of Fig. 38a, but can be made much higher. 
Thus stabilisation is much better than that obtained with the circuits of Figs 
38a and b. Resistor RK also produces a.c. feedback, which reduces not only 
the input resistance but also the voltage amplification of the circuit. Assuming 
an infinite input resistance for the Mos-FeT, the input resistance of the circuit 
will be 

v; RK
R~— tK - 1+IAI , (24) 

where ~A~ is the voltage amplification in the common-source configuration 
without feedback. 

v 

Fig.39 Stabilisation of the operating point of a normally-off MOS-FET by means of drain-gate 

feedback via RD and Rk. (RK reduces the input impedance). 
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5.2 Basic circuit configurations 

There are three basic circuit configurations for FETs: 
1. common source configuration (csc); 
2. common gate configuration (cGc); 
3. common drain configuration (cnc). 

The nomenclature follows the same system as for bipolar transistors: the 
first index concerns input (i), forward (f), reverse (r) or output (o). The second 
index indicates the circuit configuration being considered (s, g or d). 

In Table I a matrix is given of the y-parameters in the three configurations. 
They are derived from the small signal equivalent circuit (Fig. 33). 

The choice of configuration depends on the circuit designers requirements 
with respect to 

— Input impedance (high in csc and cDc). 
— Impedance matching to signal source and load for maximum power gain or 

minimum noise. 
— Signal handling (minimum distortion). The smaller the input signal voltage 

the lower will be the distortion. Thus for the same available signal power 
the distortion is lowest in common gate configuration (lowest input impe-
dance). 

5.3 Typical applications of junction field-effect transistors 

5.3.1 TELEVISION CAMERA PREAMPLIFIER USING FETS IN CASCODE 

The output signal from 
a 

TV camera tube should be amplified with as little noise 
as possible. Since the output impedance of the camera tube is very high, bipolar 
transistors cannot be used in the input stage of the amplifier. Junction FErs on 
the other hand give a very good signal-to-noise ratio. 

The circuit described here was developed for a PLUMBIcoN® 55 875 camera 
tube. The output of this tube can be represented by a signal current generator IS
in parallel with a capacitor Co (approx. 12 pF) (Fig. 40a). The voltage across Cp
is inversely proportional to frequency, whereas the output of the amplifier 
should be frequency independent. 
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Fig.40 (a) Equivalent circuit of the output of the Plumbicon ®tube. (b) The camera pre-ampli-
fter with feedback applied. 

The flat frequency response is obtained by applying overall current feedback 
as shown in Fig. 40b. In this case, assuming that the amplifier voltage gain is 
high, Vo = ISRf. However, at frequencies above 0.5 MHz the voltage gain 
begins to fall off, so that high frequency response is improved by partial de-
coupling of the feedback loop as illustrated in Fig. 41. 

To meet the signal-to-noise ratio requirement, FErs are used in the first stage, 
because they are less noisy than bipolar transistors when operating with this 
order of signal-source capacitance Cp. However full advantage cannot be taken 
of the lower noise figures unless two FETs are used in cascode configuration. 
With a single FET input stage the Miller capacitance reduces the gain at high 
frequencies and the noise contribution from the second stage becomes too high. 
A cascode arrangement of a bipolar transistor and a FET is also too noisy; two 
FETs in cascode give the best performance, and the signal-to-noise ratio of the 
amplifier is then mainly determined by the input stage noise. 

A complete circuit of the preamplifier is shown in Fig. 42. Type BSV79 was 
chosen for the input stage because its input capacitance is optimum for mini-
mum noise (CLS = Cp), whilst its gfslC~S ratio is similar to other types of FET. 

Fig.41 The pre-amplifier feedback loop shown partially decoupled. 
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In this circuit the collector voltage of the output transistor TR S should be set 
at 28 V by adjusting potentiometer R1, to avoid clipping of the output wave-
form at maximum signal amplitude. The drain current of the FErs is then 
approximately 18 mA. The voltage gain is adjusted by potentiometer R20, and 
the frequency response by pre-set capacitor CTz• 

Table II summarises some characteristics of the preamplifier shown at Fig. 42. 

Table IL Some characteristics of the preamplifier in Fig. 42. 

Forward transfer impedance Vo/IS (frequency range 40 Hz to 5.5 MHz, 
RL 75 S2): 1 x 106 V/A 

Output impedance: 75 S2 

Signal-to-noise ratio (ratio of peak-to-peak output voltage to total 
r.m.s. noise voltage, at I S = 300 nA (peak-to-peak), through a fre-
quency range of 40 Hz to 5.5 MHz): approx. 46 dB 
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The r.m.s. noise voltage at the output of the preamplifier is shown as a function 
of frequency in Fig. 43. 
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Fig.43 R.M.S. noise voltage at the output as a function of frequency. 

5.3.2 IMPEDANCE MATCHING NETWORK FOR A CAPACITOR MICROPHONE 

A capacitor microphone is inherently unsuitable for driving a bipolar transistor. 
If the input impedance of the transistor were high enough to give a reasonable 
transfer ratio, the noise factor would also be high; conversely if the input 
impedance were low enough to give sufficiently low noise factor, the transfer 
ratio would be inadequate. The field-effect transistor can be used advantageously 
for stepping down the high microphone impedance. Its noise contribution 
remains extremely small, even at high source impedances. The noise contri-
bution of an impedance matching circuit embodying a BFW 11 field-effect 
transistor as a source follower will now be considered. 

The equivalent circuit of a capacitor microphone consists of a signal voltage 
source ES in series with a capacitance Cs, as shown in Fig. 44a. 
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a b 

Fig.44 Equivalent circuit of a capacitor microphone, (a) without, and (b) with noise voltage 
source due to an impedance matching network. 

Typically, the sensitivity S of the microphone can be taken to be 1 mV/ .bar, 
and its capacitance CS to be about 33 pF. When the microphone is connected 
to an impedance matching circuit, the noise contribution of the latter can be 
represented by a second voltage source Eeq in series with E5, as shown in 
Fig. 44b. 

Fig. 45 shows a representative impedance matching circuit making use of a 
field-effect transistor. Rp is the bias resistor and is generally in the order of a 
few hundred megohms. The drain current of the field-effect transistor is adjusted 
to the required value by means of a load resistance RL of, say, 3 kS2. I~owever, 
since this resistance is shunted by 1/g„, (where g,,, denotes the transconductance), 
an impedance of less than 1 ks2 is usually presented to the following stage so 
that the latter can be equipped with a conventional transistor in common col-
lector configuration without noticeably contributing towards the noise. Its 
emitter resistance can easily be matched to the cable which links the micro-
phone to its amplifier. 

Fig.45 Field-effect transistor in an impedance matching network for a capacitor microphone. 
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Fig.46 (a) Equivalent circuit of the network of Fig. 45. (b) Expanded equivalent circuit showing 
current and voltage sources responsible for the noise contribution of the network. 

A simple equivalent circuit showing the noise voltage source is given in 
Fig. 46a. For purposes of analysis this circuit can be expanded into the more 
detailed form of Fig. 46b in which the several factors responsible for develop-
ment of the equivalent noise voltage EQq are separately indicated. As shown 
in the drawing, these are: 
E„ -the equivalent noise voltage of the field-effect transistor; 
Ip -the noise current of resistor Rp; 
I~ -the noise current of resistor R~; 
I„ -the equivalent shot noise current source due to the gate leakage current. 

These noise sources are defined by the expressions: 

(25) d I En I z= Adflf ~ 4 kTdf/g,,,, 

d II, ~ ~ = 4 kTdf/R~, (26) 

d hz l ~ = 4 kTd.1lRr.~ (27) 

4 In ~ 2 = 2 9IGdf, (28) 

in which the factor A varies slightly with the drain current and voltage, k is 
Boltzmann's constant (8.62 x 10- s eV/degK), T the absolute temperature, q the 
electron charge (1.6 x 10-19 C) and I~ denotes the gate current. 
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The variation 

,,

o1 f the equivalent noise is given by: 

_ LJ
IIP z 

~~ IEegl~ — wzCsz + 

+ w 2CsZ (8mZ + CUZ C sZ) + 

+ (4 1Enl~gm~ + d IIL!~) {1 /Roy ~ ~~ (Cs ~ Cis)} 
(29) wzCsz 

(gm~ + OJ~Cs~) 

in which Cis denotes the input capacitance Cgd + Cys of the transistor. For 
audio frequencies 

gm2 ~~ w2 (Cs +Cis) » l~Rp2, 

so eq. (29) can be simplified to 

41Eeg12 = (411p12 + 4 11n12)/w2~s2 + 
+ (dlEnlZ  + 411L1Z /gmz) ( 1 I Cis/Cs)Z. (30) 

In measuring subjective judgement of noise (see following section on "Acoustic 
Considerations") it is customary to put the bandwidth df in eqs (25) to (28) 
equal to 

d f = z f v2, 

which gives 

fv~ 
~ E efl ~ f (4 I E eA I ~l~f) dfi 

3f~2

whence, from eq. (30) and eqs (25) to (28) 

2x 10_ z 4 kT 
l ( 

C15 lz 2 kTf j/2 5 
IEeg12— f. 

\ +2glGl + \ 1+— / \  /
 +Aloge  ~. 

Cs2 Rp Cs 2 gm 3 -f- RLgm2 3 
(31) 
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Given the values 

CS = 33 pF 
C1S < 5 pF 

Rp = 250 MSS 
R~ = 3 kS2 

g,,, ,.  1 mA/V 
A = 

10-13 ~2 

it can be calculated from eq. (31) that with the maximum gate current I~ of 
0.5 nA: 

~Eeq ~ z = 4.6 x 10-  9/f -}- 0.7 x 10-13 -}- 1.6 x 10-17 f 

and with the typical gate current I G of 0.1 nA 

~Ee4 ~~ 
=2.0x10_ 9/f+0.7x10-is ~- 1.6x10- ~'f 

In Fig. 47 these values of ~ Eeq ~ ~ have been plotted as functions of f. 
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Fig.47 Graphical representation of the equations of ~ Eeg l ~ for two values of the gate current I~. 
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Acoustic Considerations 

To relate the voltage Eeq to an equivalent noise, we must take into account the 
sensitivity of two transducers: the microphone and the human ear. As has 
already been stated, the sensitivity of the microphone may be taken to be 
1 mV/µbar. The sensitivity of the human ear to noise with a bandwidth df 
centered around a given frequency f (where df = z f ~/2) is indicated by the 
loudness level contours of Fig. 48. Along the ordinate of the graph, objectively 
measured sound pressure levels prei are expressed in decibels relative to a 
pressure poae of 2 x 10- '' µbar; along the abcissa, frequency is represented on 
a scale divided into octave intervals. The family of numbered curves shows 
how subjective judgement of noise loudness varies with frequency, the standard 
of comparison on which each curve is based being a 1 kHz reference note. 

For the subjective increments of acoustic noise by which the curves are 
separated, the unit of measurement is the phon. Thus, at 1 kHz a loudness 
increment of 1 phon corresponds exactly to a sound pressure increment of 
1 dB. Below that frequency 1 phon corresponds to less than 1 dB and above 
it to more than 1 dB, in proportion to the curvature and divergence of the 
curves. 

In the frequency range covered by the graph, noises of equal pressure level 
seem to the human ear to grow louder as their frequency rises; moreover, as 
the trends and spacing of the curves indicate, the effect is more pronounced 
at low frequencies and loudness levels than at high. 

To find what the noise voltage Eeq means in terms of acoustic noise super-
imposed on the output of the microphone, the ratio of Eeq to the sensitivity S 
of the microphone can be expressed as an equivalent sound pressure peq : thus 

Peq =E eq/S. (32) 

The ratio (expressed in dB) of peQ to the 0 dB reference pressure (pons = 
2 x 10-4 µbar) then indicates the sound pressure level prei that corresponds to 
the noise voltage EeQ: 

p~e~ = 20 log (peq/podB) = 20 log (Eeq/spodB)~ (33) 
Working this out for several frequencies throughout the audio range, a curve 
can be derived which, by superposition on the loudness level contours of 
Fig. 48 indicates the apparent noise contribution at any frequency. The curve 
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drawn in dash-dot line in Fig. 48 sho~a~s the result when EQQ is worked out on 
the basis of the maximum value of I~ (0.5 nA), and the curve in broken line 
when it is worked out on the basis of the typical value (0.1 nA). 
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Fig.48 Loudness level contours, showing how the subjective impression of loudness varies with 
frequency. The ordinate of the graph represents the sound pressure level expressed in decibels 
relative to 2 x 10
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The two curves superimposed on the loudness level contours of Fig. 48 repre-
sent sound pressure levels: what they mean in terms of apparent noise can be 
interpreted by reference to the contours they cross. At 4 kHz, for example, the 
dash-dot line indicates a sound pressure level prel of about 16 dB, and at that 
frequency such a level corresponds to a noise loudness level of about 21 phon. 
Hence, if IG is maximum (0.5 nA), the noise contribution of the matching net-
work at 4 kHz is 21 phon; similarly, if I~ is only 0.1 nA (broken line curve), 
the sound pressure level at 4 kHz is about 13 dB and the noise contribution 
of the matching network 18 phon. 

At lower frequencies, though the sound pressure level equivalent of the noise 
voltage rises, it does so less steeply than the loudness level contours; hence the 
noise contribution of the matching network diminishes. Thus, at 250 Hz the 
sound pressure level indicated by the broken line curve is about 23 dB, corre-
sponding to a noise contribution of only about 13 phon. 

That the two curves show the noise contribution of the network to be 
negligible throughout the frequency range of interest can be appreciated by 
reference to Table III, in which average ambient noise levels encountered in 
spaces designed for various uses are shown. 

Table III. Average ambient noise levels in various enclosed spaces. 

broadcasting studio 15 phon 
concert hall, theatre (S00 seats) 20 phon 
class room, music room, television studio, conference room (50 seats), sleeping 

room 25 phon 
conference room (20 seats), cinema, hospital, church, courtroom, library, living 

room 30 phon 
private office 40 phon 
restaurant 45 phon 
gymnasium 50 phon 
office (with typewriters) 50 phon 
workshop 65 phon 

From these considerations it is apparent that the BFW 11 field effect transistor 
connected as a source follower can easily satisfy the most stringent require-
mentslikely to be imposed on an impedance matching network for a capacitor 
microphone. The same is not true, however, if it is connected in common source 
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configuration. In that case the noise due to the load resistance RL is augmented 
by the noise current Ief of the emitter follower to be driven, giving an increase 
in Eeq that amounts to 

Le9Z ^' l e.f Z~gmZ. 

This may turn out to be as large as the contribution due to the thermal noise 
voltage E„ of the field effect transistor. 

5.3.3 PREAMPLIFIER FOR AWIDE-BAND OSCILLOSCOPE 

Until recently the vertical preamplifiers of nearly all oscilloscopes were equipped 
with an electron tube in the input stage. Attempts to replace the tube by a 
transistor were hampered by two drawbacks inherent to bipolar transistors: 
first their input impedance was too low and, second, to keep the base current 
down, the collector current had to be adjusted to such a low value that the gain 
at high frequencies fell far short of what was needed in an oscilloscope. 

With the development of unipolar devices —such as the field-effect tran-
sistor —both drawbacks can now be overcome. In the vertical preamplifier to 
be described, the BFW10 field-effect transistor is used both for the signal input 
and for the vertical shift control. 
The preamplifier shown in Fig. 49 is a three-stage differential amplifier having 
outputs in antiphase with each other. Of the two inputs one is for the signal, 
and the other for adjusting the d.c. bias that governs the vertical shift. The 
field-effect transistors at both inputs are connected as source followers to pro-
vide glow enough source impedance for the BFY90 transistors of the following 
stage to ensure that their gain will remain constant at high frequencies. 

Owing to its low input capacitance, high input impedance, and low output 
impedance, a source follower is particularly suitable for use in the input stage. 
During ordinary use of an oscilloscope it may happen that too high a voltage 
is accidentally applied to the signal input of the preamplifier; measures must 
therefore be taken to safeguard all the transistors. In the circuit shown, the 
measures taken are twofold; the network RZR3 between the signal input and 
the gate of TR1 limits the gate current, and the clamping diodes D1 and Dz
limit both positive and negative excursions of the source voltage. 

If a high positive voltage is applied to the signal input, diode D~ and the diode 
formed by the gate-source junction of the field-effect transistor are driven into 
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conduction, the current through them being determined by resistor Rz. Under 
these circumstances the gate current of the field-effect transistor may reach at 
most 10 mA. If a high negative voltage is applied, the current through the field-
effect transistor decreases and Dz becomes conductive; in that case the source 
of TRl and the base of TR3 will be clamped to a potential of approximately 
—0.7 V with respect to earth, even if the gate-drain breakdown voltage of TR1
is exceeded. Here again the resistors Rz and R3 limit the intensity of the gate 
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Fig.49 Three-stage vertical pre-amplifier for an oscilloscope with a pair of field-effect transistors 
in the signal input and the vertical shift control in the first stage. 
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R3 z 680 S2 R24 = 56.2 Diodes Di and Dz are type BAW62. 
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current. However, if they are allowed to persist, the reverse currents due to 
high negative voltages can cause damage to the field-effect transistor, so care 
should be taken not to keep the probe in contact with such a voltage any longer 
than necessary. 

Capacitor C1 shunting RZ prevents undue attenuation of high-frequency 
signals by the gate-drain and gate-source capacitances. When a high voltage 
step function is applied to the signal input, Cl is charged; for a short period 
a part of the charge current flows through the gate of the field-effect transistor, 
and during this period the field-effect transistor dissipates energy in the form 
of heat. The dissipiated energy is practically equal to the energy stored in 
capacitor Cl at full charge. The maximum permissible surge energy the field-
effect transistor can withstand is 10 µWs, whence: 

(1/2) Cl V,~,ax2 < 10- s Ws. (34) 

Taking the maximum voltage permissible at the signal input to be about 300 V, 
according to eq. (34) the value of Cl must be less than 200 pF. 

In a test arrangement, rapid voltage transients of 300 V applied to the input 
by means of a mercury switch did not cause noticeable harm to the transistor. 

The field-effect transistor would, of course, be equally well protected if the 
diodes were connected to the gate, but then the capacitances of the diodes 
would unduly increase the total input capacitance. Moreover, their leakage 
currents would then lead to extra thermal drift. 

The field-effect transistor has an input impedance of about 1012 S2, so the 
input impedance of the preamplifier is mainly accounted for by RZ ~- R3 = 
1 MS2. The real part of the input impedance of the circuit measured at the 
gate of the field-effect transistor is negative for frequencies higher than 10 MHz. 
This is due to the capacitive load of the source follower and the phase shift 
of the transconductance of the field-effect transistor caused by the transit time 
of the electrons in the channel. At about 300 MHz the phase shift reaches 45°. 
To maintain a positive impedance at all frequencies, a resistor R4 is connected 
in series with capacitor CZ across the input. The positive real part of this 
impedance (1/w2C22R3) then overcompensates the negative real part of the 
source follower impedance, so that the input impedance remains positive for 
all frequencies. Fig. 50 is a plot of the input impedance as a function of fre-
quency. Fig. 51 is a similar plot of its real part, the input resistance, which is 
positive for frequencies below 400 MHz. 
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Since the gain must remain constant from d.c. to 300 MHz, the voltage gain 

per stage must be kept low. The gain can be stabilized by means of the adjust-

able shunt capacitor Cl and the trimming capacitors in the emitter circuits of 

the second and third stages. Capacitor C~ must be so dimensioned that: 

RzCi = R3 {Cz ~- Cad -~ (1— a)Cgs}, 

in which Cad is the gate-drain capacitance, CgS the gate-source capacitance, 
and a the voltage gain of TR,. Then the voltage attenuation between signal 
input and the gate of the field-effect transistor will be the same for a.c. and 
d.c. and equal to R3/(Rz ~- R3). 

From d.c. to 300 MHz the gain is about 3. For an input step function with 

a rise time of about 0.3 ns the rise time at the output is about 0.9 ns, and 
there is less than 10 % overshoot. 

As with bipolar transistors, drift phenomena due to aging are much less 

pronounced in field-effect transistors than in electron tubes, and thus can be 
neglected. 

However the thermal voltage drift of a FEr input stage should not be neglected. 
Equation (12) gives the thermal drift of one FEr. 

The circuit under consideration is a difference amplifier, so if the thermal 
drift voltages of the second and third stages are neglected, and if the two field-
effect transistors are thermally coupled, the total thermal voltage drift referred 
to the signal input will be: 

~~ — ~, 
_ _     -F  T (35) 

dT ,u dT gfs i %rs z 

where the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to transistors TRH and TRz. 
Thus the total drift voltage depends on the vertical shift setting, the thermal 

coupling of TR, and TRZ, and the difference hetween their respective trans-
conductances. With the worst possible mismatch between the field-effect tran-
sistors, the drift was found not to exceed 4 mV/degC. If matching is given due 
attention, the drift voltage can be limited to about 0.5 mV/degC or less at zero 
shift setting. 

In the range from d.c. to 300 MHz the effective noise signal measured with 
open-circuit input was less than 0.2 mV, which is within the width of the electron 
beam on the screen of even the most sensitive oscilloscope. 

dd VAS 1 d,u r~ I D 1 / ID ~ 1 
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5.3.4 A D.C. TO 100 IV1HZ UNITY-GAIN AMPLIFIER WITH FET INPUT' 

The amplifier described below is especially developed for use as a signal-probe 
amplifier for oscilloscopes or similar amplifiers in which a very low d.c. offset 
voltage is of utmost importance. To this end, two matched FErs are used in the 
input stage. Other attractive features of this unity gain amplifier are 
- the input impedance at 25 °C comprises a resistive part > 109 S2, in parallel 

with a capacitive part < 4 pF; 
- the offset voltage is adjustable to zero; 
- the bandwidth is more than 100 MHz (-3 dB) at a 50 SZ load impedance; 
- non-linear distortion less than 5 % for input voltages up to 0.5 V; 
- output impedance typically 10 52,. 

Fig.52 Simplified circuit diagram of the input stage. 

Fig. 52 shows the simplified circuit of the input stage. The current source 
(TRz, Rz) determines the current through the matched FETs (TRi, TRz). Hence 

h • Rz = — Vcsz = — Vcsi (at Io„r = 0). 

Thus, for R1 = R2, 

IpRZ = I DR, and IDR1 + Vcsi = 0. 

This means that the d.c. level at the output equals that at the input. 
The output impedance of the input stage is found by adding the output 

resistance of TR1 to R1, that is 300 S2 -~ 200 S2 = 500 S2. 
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Fig. 53a shows the circuit of the complete amplifier. Emitter follower TR3
(BFY90) is connected to the first stage to bring the output impedance down 
to about 10 S2. To ensure that IDR1 equals IDR2, the base current of TR3 must 
be negligible with respect to ID, which is the case when hfe TR3 > 80. With 
the aid of R3 the VBE of TR3 is made equal to the diode voltage across D1 so 
that thermal drift of TR3 is compensated by that of D1 and thus hardly affects 
the total offset voltage. Capacitor C can be adjusted to ob+ain the best possible 
frequency characteristic. 
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Fig.53 (a) Circuit diagram of the complete amplifier. *BFY90 with hJe > 80 so that its base cur-
rent is negligible with respect to the drain current of the FETs. (b) Modified circuit diagram of the 
complete amplifier for use with an unselected BFY90. 
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Fig. 53b shows another circuit diagram of the complete amplifier in which 
an unselected BFY90 can be used. Here the base current of TR3 is supplied 
via Ri, Rz (the offset voltage can be made zero by adjustment of R,). Further-
more R1 and RZ of Fig. 53a are made zero to obtain a low output impedance 
of the input stage, and the emitter current of TR3 flows through D1 to improve 
she matching between VBE and V,,. 

The polar frequency diagram of Fig. 54 shows the gain and phase angle of 
the amplifier of Fig. 53a versus frequency at a load impedance of 50 S2. By 
increasing the load impedance to 100 SZ, the gain will stay unity (0 dB) up to 
200 MHz. 
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Fig.54 Polar diagram of the gain and phase angle versus frequency at a load impedance of 50 Sl 
for the circuit of Fig. 53a. 

S.3.S FIELD-EFFECT TRANSISTORS IN APRE-AMPLIFIER FOR USE WITH SOLID-STATE 

RADIATION DETECTORS 

Solid-state radiation detectors operate on the release by incident radiation of 
electron-hole pairs in the depletion layer of areverse-biased p-n junction. The 
electric field generated by the bias voltage drives the charge carriers out of the 
depletion layer and the charge, which is proportional to the energy of the inci-
dent radiation, is fed to the input of the pre-amplifier. The output voltage of 
the pre-amplifier is proportional to the input charge, and therefore to the 
energy of the incident radiation. 
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These detectors offer several advantages over conventional types of radiation 
detector —for example, the resolution of a solid-state detector shows an impro-
vement of a factor of about 10 over that of a scintillation counter. However, 
the output signal from the solid-state device is very much smaller than that 
derived from other types of detector *, and ahigh-gain amplification system 
must be used in conjunction with the device. 

The resolution and stability of the electronic circuitry associated with asolid-
state radiation detector play an important part in the overall performance of 
the energy-measuring system and low-noise amplification is therefore essential. 

Fig. 55 is a block diagram of the electronics associated with asolid-state 
detector. The amplified signal is fed to apulse-height analyser which sorts 
incoming pulses into a series of channels, each one corresponding to a narrow 
energy range. A threshold amplifier may be included to reduce the number of 
channels required for high-energy radiation. 

Detector 
bias supply 

Bias 
resistor 

Pre anplifier 

Dete for 

Main 
amplifier 

Threshold 
amplifier 

Pulse -height 
analyser 

Fig.55 Bock diagram of the electronics associated with solid-state detectors. 

Fig. 56 shows ahigh-gain pre-amplifier circuit using low-noise BFW 11 field-
effect transistors in the charge-sensitive section. Capacitive feedback ensures 
that a large capacitive load is presented to the detector to minimise the effects 
of changes in wiring capacitance and detector capacitance. The active input 

* The sensitivity of some radiation detectors expressed in coulombs per electron-volt is: 
Si-detector: 0.42x10-19  C/eV;/Ge-detector: 0.55x10- iv C/eV; gas-detector: 0.53x10 -17

C/eV; Scintillator-detector: 0.53 x 10- 's C/eV. 
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Fig.56 Pre-amplifier using field-effect transistors for silicon surface-barrier detector. 

capacitance of the pre-amplifier is approximately equal to the product of feed-
back capacitance and loop gain, and its conversion gain (the ratio of output 
voltage amplitude to input charge) is approximately equal to the reciprocal of 
the active feedback capacitance. The decay time-constant of the charge-sensitive 
section is kept small to avoid loss of resolution at high counting rates due to 
pulse pile-up. 

The remaining transistors form a conventional voltage amplifier, the high 
value of feedback ensuring high stability over extended periods of measure-
ment. The pre-amplifier may be combined with a main amplifier with an input 
impedance of 100 SZ or higher. 

The pre-amplifier converts into a voltage the charge released in the detector, 
its sensitivity being expressed either in terms of the detector output (volts per 
coulomb) or in terms of the energy of the incident radiation (volts per keV). 
The output of the pre-amplifier is then fed to the main amplifier. Since the 
noise generated by the pre-amplifier is dependent on the time-constant of the 
main amplifier, bandwidth-limiting elements, such as differentiating and inte-
grating networks, in the main amplifier are designed to minimise the noise 
contribution of the amplification system as a whole. 
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Fig. 57 shows the noise contribution of the pre-amplifier, expressed as an 
equivalent noise charge in keV, as a function of detector capacitance and main-
amplifier time-constant. Since the magnitude of the charge released in the de-
tector by a given radiation depends on the material of which the detector is 
made, the noise contribution is specified separately for silicon and germanium 
detectors. The minimum noise contribution of the pre-amplifier is indicated by 
the dotted line. 
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Fig.57 Noise contribution of pre-amplifier as a function of detector capacitance and amplifier 
time-constant. 

5.3.6 THE JUNCTION-FET IN SWITCHING CIRCUITS 

An ideal switch has zero on-resistance and infinite off-resistance, but all practical 
switches depart from this ideal to some extent. The circuit of a practical switch, 
showing the principal sources of error, is given in Fig. 58. 

~atf=et 

Switch clos¢o ~onl 

° 1 ° ~en 
Switch open loffl 

Fig.58 Errors generated by practical switch. 
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Switch on Switch off 

Fig.59 Elementary switching circuit. 

The magnitude of the error may be calculated by considering the circuits of 
Fig. 59 in which V,„ is the input voltage, Vo„f the output voltage, R~ the impe-
dance of the signal source and RL the load resistance. 

When the switch is closed (on-state) the output voltage is ideally equal to 
the input voltage, but in practice 

RL 
I 

Vout — Vin  
I_ 

I Vof,rset• 

RL I ron + Rc 

For minimum error the term RL/(RL -{- ro„ + R~) must approach unity; that 
is, ro„ should be very much smaller than RL and R~, and RL should be much 
greater than R~. The offset voltage must be as low as possible. 

When the switch is open (off-state) the output voltage should be zero, but 
in fact is given by: 

RL
Von[ — Vin  

RL -f-ruff +R~ 

For minimum error, rnrf should be very much higher than RL and R~. 
The mechanical switch has a very high off-resistance and a very low on-resis-

tance, but its operation is slow and it has an offset voltage in the on-state. 
The bipolar transistor has a higher on-resistance and lower off-resistance than 

the mechanical switch, and its offset voltage and switching speeds are higher. 
The FET switch has a low on-resistance and high off-resistance, and no offset 
voltage. 

FETs have no storage of minority charge carriers in the channel such as occurs 
at the base in bipolar transistors. This means that the delay-time td during 
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switch-on, and the storage-time is during switch-off are very short. Therefore 
the turn-on and turn-off times of the FEr are mainly determined by the external 
circuitry and not by the physical properties of the FEr itself. 

The FET switch 

An n-channel FEr is switched off when the gate is negative with respect to the 
source. The resistance between drain and source is then about 10 GSA. In 
practice, the turn-off voltage must be more negative than the sum of the pinch-
off voltage and the greatest negative input signal. The FEr is switched on when 
the gate-to-source potential is zero. The resistance between drain and source is 
then low, about 25 S2 for the BSV78. 

Compensation of temperature variations 

In the off-state the leakage current of the device produces an error voltage 
which may be neglected at room temperatures. The variation of leakage cur-
rent may be compensated by connecting areverse-biased diode, whose leakage 
current matches that of the FEr, between the load and a positive supply. 

In the on-state the channel resistance ro„ also varies with temperature, the 
rate of change being approximately -x-0.7 %/degC. This variation may be com-
pensated, if necessary, by connecting a thermistor in series with the FEr. 

Transient spikes 

Small transient spikes may appear at the output of a FEr switch, irrespective 
of the input signal. These spikes are caused mainly by the displacement of 
majority charge carriers during formation and elimination of the depletion 
layer in the channel. For increasing rise and fall times of the gate drive 
voltage the spikes decrease in height but increase in width. The total amount 
of charge associated with the spike depends only on the amplitude of the drive 
voltage. 

Switching circuit configurations 

(a) Series switch. In this configuration the switch is connected in series with the 
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source and load, and a drive voltage is applied to the gate to alternatively con-
nect the load to the signal source and disconnect it. This circuit is particularly 
suitable when the generator resistance is Low. Fig. 60 shows a series switch 
which may be used for relatively high values of input signal and Fig. 61 shows 
the switching waveforms. 

To switch the device on, Vcs must be zero. If the turn-on drive voltage is 
higher than the highest positive input voltage, diode D1 will be reverse-biased 
and ahigh-value resistor R1 ensures that Vcs is zero and the device saturated. 
To keep the value of drain current low a high value of load resistor RL is 
required. In this circuit high load resistance minimises the on voltage error, 
but has the disadvantage of increasing the discharge time-constant (CgdRL) and 
thereby reducing the switching speed. 

The on voltage error for the series switch is given by: 

Vin lRG + Yon) 

d Von — , 
RG~Yon+RL 

and the off voltage error by 

d Vofs = Rclnc~ 

+rv_~_=-
Fig.60 Series switch. 

~ in 

Fig.61 Switching waveform. 
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where IDS is the gate-to-drain leakage current. Since the leakage is very low 
at room temperatures, RL may be selected for minimum on error. 

(b) Shunt switch. In the shunt switch configuration shown in Fig. 62 the FEr is 
connected in parallel with the load and is switched between cut-off and zero 
bias. Ideally, during cut-off the input signal appears across the load and, during 
saturation, zero signal appears across the load; but in practice there are on and 
off voltage errors. This circuit is better suited to applications in which the gener-
ator resistance is high. Resistor R, prevents the input being short-circuited 
when the FEr is turned on. 

R1 

Fig.62 Shunt switch. 

The drive requirements are similar to those already described, but it should 
be remembered that to turn on the device the drive voltage is reduced only to 
the value of the maximum negative input voltage, because a lower value would 
allow the gate-to-channel junction to be forward biased. The switching wave-
forms are shown in Fig. 63. 

din 

t~ 

% vp 

Output voltage 
waveform 

 Dr~v¢ voltage 
waveform 

Fig.63 Switching waveform. 
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The on voltage error is given by 

Vin ron 
d V on  —

RG +ron 

and the off voltage error by: 

( RL
~Vofy — IIDGRG ~ Vin) 

Rc ~ RL 

Because this configuration is usually used in applications where the source 
resistance R~ is high, R~ must be very high to minimise the off voltage error. 
The output of the switch may be fed into a FEr amplifier to achieve this high 
value of load resistance. 

(c) Series/shunt switch. Aseries/shunt switch offers the advantages of both series 
and shunt circuits and allows compensation of some of the errors associated 
with each. The special advantage of the circuit is that the combination provides 
a low-resistance discharge path which allows high-frequency operation. Fig. 64 
shows aseries/shunt circuit using two n-channel FETs. A simple series circuit 
is followed by a shunt circuit, their drive voltages being in antiphase. The high 
load resistance required by the series switch for minimum error is provided 
by the high source resistor, which also ensures minimum error in the shunt 
circuit. 

eswe 

© ~~E~ 

v~ 
Fig.64 Series shunt switch. 

~,~,6~ 
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For aseries/shunt switch the on voltage error is given by 

RL tIDG2 ~RG I ronl~ I Vin} 
4 Von —  ~ 

RG ~ ponl ~ RL 

and the off voltage error by 

ron2 RL 
4 Voff — lDc1 ' 

ron2 + RL 

Applications 

FEr switches may be used either as choppers or as analogue switches, both 
applications requiring the high off-resistance, low on-resistance, low capacitance 
and high switching speed which the FEr provides. 

A series of FEr analogue switches may be used in a data acquisition system 
as shown in Fig. 65. The drive signals are timed to switch on each FEr in 
sequence so that the amplifier accepts information from one signal source at 
a time while the remaining sources are disconnected. Compensation should be 
provided for the off error voltages, the total of which appears at the amplifier 
input. 

Fig. 66 shows a bidirectional switch using three BSV78 FETs for use in multi-
plex switching circuits. This switch can handle voltages up to ~ 30 V and 
currents up to ~ 100 mA, opening at zero gate voltage and closing at a gate 
voltage of 6 V. The series resistance of the closed switch is 50 SZ, and the leakage 
resistance of the open switch greater than 10 GS2. Switching times are less than 
100 ns. 

The use of FErs in sample and hold circuits in analogue memories allows small 
storage capacitors to be used, because errors due to stray capacitances are very 
low in FEr circuitry. Thus accuracy is superior to that obtained with bipolar 
transistor switches, and aperture times may be very much shorter. Fig. 67 shows 
a sample and hold circuit. The output of the series switch is fed to the storage 
capacitor, connecting the input signal directly to the storage capacitor when 
the FEr is switched on. 
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Fig.66 Bidirectional switch. 

Fig.65 Analogue switches in data acquisition system. 

BSV78 BSV78

t3Z66 -24V 
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Fig.67 

Storage 
capacitor 

Sample and hold circuit. 

5.3.7 THE JUNCTION-FET AS A CURRENT SOURCE 

When a FET is biased in the pinch-off region, its drain current is almost inde-
pendent of drain voltage. Thus the device can be used as a constant current 
source. When so used, a depletion type FEr has three advantages over a bipolar 
transistor 

1. The FET can be biased with only one source resistance (see Fig. 68). 
2. As a consequence the FET current source can also be used as a current sink 

(see Fig. 69). 
3. By an appropriate choice of the source resistance, the FEr can be biased at 

or close to its zero temperature coefficient point (see Fig. 24), thus making 
the drain current almost independent of change in temperature. 

Fig.68 FET as a current source. 
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Fig.69 FET used as a eurrend sink 

9]969 

As compared to the bipolar transistor, the FET has the disadvantage of a relativ-
ely high knee voltage (= VP). Below this voltage the current is dependent on 
the drain voltage. 

The important parameters of a constant current source are output conduct-
ance and temperature coefficient. 

Output conductance 

The FET constant current source (see Fig. 70a) can be represented by an ideal 
current source with a conductance go shunted across it (Fig. 70b), which has 
the value 

Sos 
go — 1 + gfs ' Rs~ 

where gos is the output conductance of the FET. Taking BFW1I as an example, 
with RS = 2 kS2, then ID — 1 mA, gfs = 2.3 mA/V, and gos = 12 x.52- '. Then 
ga of the current source will be 2.15 ~.4- '. 

Fig.70 FET constant current source 
and its equivalent circuit diagram. 

ion 999.,9 
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Temperuture coefficient 

The temperature coefficient of the current source will be zero when the FET is 
biased at point Z of Fig. 24, which means that Vas will have the value of Vss~z> 
given by equation (15). 

When the FET is biased at a point other than Z, its temperature coefficient 
will be 

1 dID 1 du 

• dT ,~ • aT • 
Vcs — Vcstz> 

vas — vP
d~ '/ ID

1— V dT IDcz>/ 

Assume Vcs — Vcscz) to be ~ 0.1 V, then Vas — VP = 0.83 V or 0.63 V, and 
(1/ID) • (dID/dT) = 0.72 x 10-3 or 0.072 %per degC and 0.95 x 10-3 or 0.095 
per degC. 

As Vcs<z~ — VP increases about 2.2 mV/degC, the temperature coefficient 
of the current will not be zero for a current source used at temperatures dif-
fering from the one at which the FEr has been biased for zero-drift working 
point. For instance, for dT = 45 °C, Vcs — Vcscz) ti 0.1 V, so that the tem-
perature coefficient is about 0.1 %per degC. However this temperature coef-
ficient will be reduced by a factor of 1 + gfs• Rs because of the feedback pro-
vided by the bias resistor in the source. 

Applications 

The voltage across a voltage reference diode can be made practically independ-
ent of supply voltage variations by feeding the diode via a FET current source. 
In Fig. 68 for instance, this can be achieved by replacing RL by a voltage-
reference diode, as in Fig. 71. 
Assuming go to be 2.15 x.52-1 and rZ to be 100 S2, supply voltage variations 
are reduced by a factor of about 

1 1 
— 4640. 

go •rZ 2.15x10_ 4

The circuit of Fig. 72 is a linear sweep generator using two FETs; TR1 is a 
source follower and TRZ supplies a constant current. Since the drain current 
of TR1 is held constant by TR2, the gate-to-source voltage remains constant 
and the output voltage accurately follows the gate voltage. When the switch 
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is opened, capacitor C1 charges, the charging current being the sum of the 
current flowing through resistor R1 and the gate current of the FET. The latter 
is very small (the gate leakage current) because the gate-to-source diode is 
reverse biased. Thus the charging current is effectively determined by resist-
or R1 only and is constant. The fall in gate voltage is therefore linear and, as 
the output voltage follows the gate voltage, the slope of the output waveform 
is also linear. 

The switch may be a bipolar transistor or a FEr and the circuit may be used 
to generate a sawtooth waveform. The capacitor charging time is controlled 
by selection of capacitor and resistor R~ values. 

Fig.71 Stabilized current source 
for voltage reference diode. 

Fig.72 Linear sweep generator using FETs. 
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5.3.8 FET-PAIR AS A DIFFERENTIAL AMPLIFIER 

Field-effect transistors have three points in their favour when compared with 
bipolars for use as input devices in operational amplifiers, electromedical ampli-
fiers (Ec~ and EEc) and other differential amplifiers, viz: 
— high input impedance, 
— small input and offset current, 
— low noise contribution when driven from high source impedances. 
~i drawback with FET pairs is their comparatively high offset voltage and its 
variation with temperature (thermal drift), with common mode input voltage, 
and with supply voltage. This drawback arises because of the relatively small 
transconductance of FETs, and also implies a comparatively high influence of 
other circuit components on the offset voltage of the whole amplifier and on 
its variations. 

Offset voltage, common mode rejection, supply sensitivity and thermal drift 

The offset voltage of a FET-pair is defined as the difference of the gate-to-source 
voltages when the FETs are biased for equal drain currents (ID), equal drain-
source voltages (Vas) and equal ambient temperature (T). 

Vcsi — Vcsz = d Vcs = f ~In~ Vns~ T) (see Fig. 73). (36) 

KGs 
~~o 

VGGI ~G53 

Fig.73 Basic circuit diagram of a FET-pair used as a differential amplifier, giving the current and 
voltage definitions. 

A change of dV~s with I o, Vps and T, according to equation (36) is equal to: 

ad vas ad vas ad vas
dd VAS — • dID ~--   dVDs ~-  • dT, (37) 

aID a VoS aT 
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in which 

( l 
ad Vcs _ ~Vcsl ~Vcsz _  1  _ 1  = d 

\ 1-/ ~ID ~ID ~ID gfsl gfs2 gfs ' 

>d Vcs ~ Vcsi ~ Vcsz _ S„s _ gas __ _d gas 39 l (  l ( l~ ( ) a vDs ~ VDs a VDs gfs I ~ — \ gfs J z \gfs I 
and according to equation (12) 

cad Vcs ~ Vcs l c~ Vcs, 1 dµ 1 d VP

c~T c~T c~T µ dT I  ° d ~ g fs I — d 
(dT )~ 

Equations (36) to (40) are used to determine the co/ntribution of the Fer-pair 
(as differential input stage of an amplifier) to the total offset voltage, the com-
mon-mode-rejection, supply sensitivity and thermal drift of the whole ampli-
fier. 

A change in the common mode input voltage VIM changes the drain currents 
ID and the drain voltages VDs. The applied circuit configuration then determines 
the factors dID/dV~M and dVDs/dV~M, which when multiplied respectively with 
the matching factors of the FET-pair d(1/gf ,.) and d(gos/gf,) give the contribu-
tion of the Fer-pair to the common mode rejection ratio CMRR by means of 
equation (37): 

(38) 

(40) 

CMRR 1 — 
dd Vcs 

d 
1 

dID,- — d 
goy dVDs 

. 41 ( )- 
dVcM Cgfs ~ dVcns Cgfs ~ dVcmr 

( ) 

The contribution of the Fer-pair to the supply sensitivity is determined in the 
same way: 

dd VAS 1 dID gas l dVDs 

dvs d Cgfs ! dVs— d Cgfs J dVs 
(42) 

where Vs is the supply voltage; and for the thermal drift: 

dd Vcs 1 cilD 1 dµ gam, 
l  

dVDs dVp 

dT — 
d 

gfs/ \dT + µ dT ID~ — d gfs l dT-- 
d ( dT 1. 

(43) 
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The maximum values of matching parameters of the FEr-pair BFS21A are given 
in Table IV, for VDs = 15 V. 

Table IV. Maximum values of matching parameters for BFS21A at VDs = 15 V. 

ID = 100 µA ID 200 µA ID = 500 µA 

d Vcs 10 mV 10 mV 10 mV 

1 
d  

gfs 
37.5 S2 20 S2 7.5 S2 

d 
aos I 
gfs~ 

0.5 x 10- a 0.5X10-3 0.5X10-3

cad VGS 

c~T 
40 µV/degC 40 µV/degC 40 µV/degC 

Circuit configurations using aFET--pair as the differential inpart stage 

The circuit configuration determines the values of the factors 

dID d VDs dID d VDs dID d VDs 
  and 

dVcM dVcM dVs dVs dT dT 

given in equations (41), (42) and (43). 

Fig. 74 shows six basic circuit configurations. The FETs are arranged as com-
mon drain amplifiers in Figs 74a, b and c, and as common source amplifiers 
in Figs 74d, e and f. The low output impedance of the common drain ampli-
fiers allows the use of integrated operational amplifiers as output devices with-
out the necessity of modifications to the recommended frequency compensation 
networks. 

Modification of the recommended frequency compensation networks is 
necessary however when the input stage is a common source amplifier, because 
of its high output impedance; consequently, circuits using discrete devices will 
then be preferred, to allow high bandwidth and slew-rate. 

As far as offset voltage, cMxx and thermal drift are concerned, there is not 
much to choose between common drain and common source configurations. 
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In Figs 74a and d the drain current is determined by resistors RA : 

ID
VCM — VS — VGS 

RA

where VIM is the input common mode voltage, and Vs-  the supply voltage 
on the negative rail. The drain-source voltage is equal to: 

VDs = Vs+ — VIM (see Fig. 74a), (45) 

or 

(44) 

R 
Vns = Vs+ — VcM— 

R~ 
~VCM — Vs-  — Vcs) (see Fig. 74d). (46) 

A 

The six circuit factors listed at the beginning of this subsection are derived from 
equations (44), (45) and (46) 

dID 1 dID l dID 1 dVGs 

d VIM RA ~ dVs-  R,, ~ dT RA dT 

In the case of Fig. 74a: 

dVns   _l ~ 
dVcM 

and in the case 

d VDs _ 1 ' d VDs 
Q 

d Vs+ dT 

of Fig. 74d: 

d VDS Rn dVns RD dVns _ Rn dVGs 
  —1---;  
dV~M RA dVs-  RA ' dT R,, dT 

To obtain dVGs/dT, see equation (12). 
The contribution of the Fsr-pair to the CMRR can be obtained via equation (41), 

the supply sensitivity via equation (42) and the thermal drift via equation (43). 

CMRR 

The CMRR and thermal drift are calculated as examples: suppose I D = 0.2 mA, 
R„ = 80 kS2 and RD = 10 k~2. Referring to Table IV, Fig. 74a, 

20 
(CMRR)-1 = 

80 
x 10- s ~- 0.5 X 10- s = 0.75 x 10- s or 62.5 dB. 
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Fig. 74d, 

20 
(cMxR)-  ~ = gO x 10_ 3 -~ (1 ~- 1 /8) x 0.5 x 10_ 3 = 0.81 X 10_ 3 or 62 dB. 

Both these values of cMRx are unacceptably low. A slight improvement of a 
few dB can be obtained by minimising dID/dVcM by means of current source 
I,, = 2ID (see Figs 74b and e), or by minimising dVDs/dVcM by means of cur-
rent source Ie, voltage source VZ and a unity gain amplifier. However a much 
greater improvement (about 40 dB) can be obtained when both dID/dVeA, and 
dVDSIdVc,,, are minimised simultaneously (see Figs 74c and f). 

Thermal drift 

Since dID/dT and dVDsldT are very small (gfs • RA » 1), dd Vas/dT (equation 
(43)) reduces to ad Vas/aT (equation (40)), so that dd Vas/dT ijd Vas/aT = 
typically 20 µV/degC. Although cMxx and supply sensitivity are considerably 
improved in the circuits of Fig. 74c and f, thermal drift is not improved and 
can be even worse than in the simpler circuits. Therefore special attention has 
to be paid to the thermal stability of IA, IB and VZ, to obtain low dIDIdT and 
dVDs/dT. 

Matching of other components 

Apart from the circuit configuration, one has to pay attention to the contri-
bution of the circuit components (drain resistors, source resistors, other biasing 
resistors, second stage) to the complete amplifier offset and its variations, which 
can be appreciable when the transconductance of the individual Fels is not high 
enough. 

Resistors RD in Figs 74d, e and f 
Inequality of these resistors causes an extra offset voltage equal to 

d VAS' _ 
dID dRD

gfs RD

in which dRD = RDi — Rnz• 
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Furthermore, since ID ~ 0, an extra drift term is introduced: 

ddV~s' 1 d,u dID 1 d,u I D dRD

dT ,u dT gfs ,u dT gfs RD

Another extra drift term is caused by the difference of the temperature coef-
ficients da al — a2 of the resistors RD: 

dd Vcs" 1 I D
 — d a. 

dT 4 gfs

Let ID = 200 µA; gfs 1 mA/V, da /= 50 ppm/degC, dRD/RD = 1 %, and 

1 d,u 
• =-6x10_ 3/degC, 

,u dT 

then dVas' = 2 mV ; dd VAS /dT = —12µV/degC; dd Vcs"/dT = 2.5 µV/degC. 
Exactly the same calculation as was valid for RD also holds for RA and RB in 
Figs 74a, b and c. 

The common mode rejection is affected by inequality of the resistors RA in 
Fig. 74a, thus 

dd Vas 1 dRA
 —   , 
d Vcy gfs ' RA RA 

and amounts to 125 µV/V when dRA/RA = 10-2 and gfs • RA = 80. 
In Fig. 74d, 

ddV~s 1 dRD

dVcmr gfs ' RA RD

These contributions will disappear when the resistors RA are replaced by cur-
rent sources I A. 

The offset current of the output amplifier: 
The offset current dID of the output amplifier causes the drain currents to 

differ, resulting in extra contributions to the offset and drift of the entire ampli-
fier. 
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In the common source amplifier: 

ID, — IDZ dID

gss gfs 

and in the common drain amplifier: 

(d Vcs)cn~ _ 
Ini — Inz 

grs 

dID

gJs 

Extra thermal drift terms arise since dID changes with temperature: 

dd Vcs 
l 

' 

( dT / cs - (dd Vcs 

dT )CD 

1 ddlD y 
—_   —'dI D)
grs dT gfs 

in which y = —7 x 10-  s/degC. 
Another extra drift term is caused by change of difference of the drain currents 

dd Vcs ~~ 

dT J cs 

dd Vcs ~~ 

dT / cn 

1 dµ dID

,u dT gfs . 

Since (11,u) • (d,u/dT) ti y, the extra drift terms partially compensate for each 
other, in common drain and common source configurations. 
If 

1 du 
gfs = 1 mA/V, dID = 100 nA, ~ 

dT 
= —6 x 10-  s/degC, 

then 

dd Vas ' 

dT 

and 

dd Vcs 

dT 

— 7 ~,V/degC 

— 6 ~.V/degC. 

The input current and the offset voltage of the output amplifier also cause extra 
offset and drift of the entire amplifier, but may be neglected in practical cases. 
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Worked examples of FET- input operational amplifiers 

Fig. 75 shows a simple operational amplifier similar to that of Fig. 74a. The 
offset voltage of the amplifier is balanced out by means of potentiometer R6. 
Resistor R,o is required only if the amplifier is capacitively loaded. 

The values of frequency compensation components R9, C, and CZ have been 
chosen to give unconditional stability for all values of closed loop gain down 
to unity. 

~5+ 

Fig.75 Practical circuit for a FET pair used as a differential input stage for an operational ampli-
fier.ForVS =~9V, R3 =R 4 =47k52f1%.For Vs = fISV,R 3 R4 =82kS2 

0 
t 1 io• 

Fig. 76 shows a more complicated circuit, similar to Fig. 74f, where discrete 
components are used for high bandwidth and slew rate. Frequency compen-
sation for unconditional stability for all values of closed loop gain down to 
unity is achieved by resistor R~ and capacitor C~ between the drains. The offset 
voltage of the amplifier is balanced out by means of potentiometer RP. 

The drain current is stabilized by means of current source TR3 — TRa — TRS, 
which has small output conductance (current mirror configuration), small supply 
sensitivity (biasing by means of voltage regulator diode D,), and small tem-
perature coefficient (D, and DZ compensate for each others temperature coef-
ficients). 
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Fig.76 Circuit diagram of a high CMRR operational amplifier. 
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Current source TR6 supplies the F6T-pair and transistor TR,. Thus the cur-
rent through resistor R, and hence the drain-source voltage of the FEr-pair is 
stabilized. Transistor TR, ensures that the collector current of TR3 flows 
through the FEr-pair. 

The second and third stages are conventional differential stages. The output 
stages are of the push-pull type with quiescent current stabilisation and over-
load protection. 

Data for both amplifiers are given in Table V. 
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Table V. Comparison of data for amplifiers in Figs 75 and 76. 

Fig. 75 Fig. 76 

voltage gain 
unity gain bandwidth 
slew rate 
differential input impedance 
common mode input impedance 
offset voltage (initial) typical 
thermal drift, typical 
common mode rejection ratio 
supply sensitivity 
time drift of offset voltage 
common mode voltage range 
output voltage 
output current 
the output is short circuit proof 

>80dB 
> 0.5 MHz 

> 1011 S2//4 PF 
> 1011 S2//4 pF 
5 mV, adjustable 
20 µV/degC 
> 60 dB 
< 1 mV/V 
< 50 µV/month 
~7V 
~lOV 
~SmA 
no 

>90dB 
> 3 MHz 
> 8 V/µs 
> 1011 SZ in parallel with 4 pF 
> 1011 S2 in parallel with 4 pF 
5 mV, adjustable 
20 µV/degC 
>100dB( lOV<V~M ~IOV) 
< 100 µV/V 
< 50 µV/month 
f 10 V 
~lOV 
~ 10 mA 
yes 

5.3.9 THE FET AS AVOLTAGE-CONTROLLED RESISTOR 

Fig. 77 shows the output characteristics of a junction FET or a Mos-FET for 
relatively small positive and negative values of VDS in the pre-pinch off region 
(VDS < VGS — Vp). It can be seen that all the characteristics pass through the 
origin (no offset) and are symmetrical and relatively linear. This means that 
the FET can be used as a variable resistance in such devices as a voltage-con-
trolled (remotely) attenuator, an analogue multiplier, an amplitude modulator, 
or a bandwidth controlled filter. 

From equation (6), the drain source resistance (see Fig. 78) is given by: 

Vpz 1 
rds 

2'1DSS VGS — V p — VDS 

(47) 

This means that rds is anon-linear resistance because of its dependence on 
VDs• 

For large VDS signals, the linearity can be improved appreciably by means of 
feedback from the drain to the gate as shown in Fig. 79. Equal resistances R1
and RZ are used to make 

VGS — 2 (Vcontr ~ VDS)• (48) 
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Fig.77 Characteristics of a FET as a symmetrical voltage-controlled resistor. 

z3z~,e 
Fig.78 Circuit illustrating the drain source resistance rds. 
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Fig.79 Linearization of rds by means of feedback. 

this equation, in combination with that for ID gives: 

ID = IDSS 

= IDss 

2V  DS ~ 1 — 
VGS ~ — ~ vOS 121 

— VP VP VP

V

VP C2 + V  cVPr ~ 

(49) 

(50) 

Consequently, ID is directly proportional to VDS, which means that rds is con-
stant. 

In practice, equation (49) deviates to some extent, which means that rds will 
still show some non-linearity. In Table VI, the influence of feedback on three 
FErs is shown. This has been determined by measuring the harmonic content 
of the drain current with a sinewave drain voltage (vds = 0.1 V, f 1 kHz). 
The characteristics of the devices ranged from high values to low values of 

IDss and VP: 

FEr 1 high values, 
FEr 2 medium values, 
FEr 3 low values, 

It can be seen from Table V [ that for a reasonably linear characteristic, feed-
back is essential and that high values of IDss and VP are preferred. The tabel 
is valid for junction FErs as well as for Mos-FErs. For junction FErs, we should 
take into account that the non-linearity increases appreciably when VGS be-
comes positive (forward current through gate-channel diode). For Mos-FErs, the 
substrate-drain diode must not be biased in the forward direction. This can be 
prevented by making the substrate several volts negative. 
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5.3.10 RF APPLICATIONS OF FETS IN COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVERS 

The junction FET is now widely used in the r.f. stages of h.f., v.h.f. and u.h.f. 
receivers, since it offers superior performance in terms of two increasingly 
critical factors, cross-modulation and intermodulation. It also has noise prop-
erties equal to bipolar transistors. Cross-modulation is the transfer of the 
modulation on one carrier to the carrier of another signal. Intermodulation 
occurs when two or more interfering off-tune signals mix to produce a signal 
within the receiver passband. Both of these effects are caused by non-linearity 
in the transfer characteristic of the active device, their degree depending on 
the third and higher odd terms in the transfer characteristic for an amplifier, 
and the fourth and higher even terms for a mixer. Clearly, if the active device 
had a perfectly square-law characteristic neither effect would occur, but both 
bipolar transistors and FETS have higher order terms in their characteristics. 
The FET, however, is superior to the bipolar transistor in this respect. For 
example, taking impedance differences into account, a 12 dB improvement in 
cross-modulation in a narrow-band f.m. system, and a 20 dB improvement in 
a v.h.f. broadcast receiver, can be achieved by replacing a bipolar mixer by 
a FET. 

Table VII compares the noise performance of FETS and bipolar transistors 
in various circuit configurations. 

Circuit configurations 

The cross-modulation and intermodulatian performance of a circuit are func-
tions of the interfering signal voltage level. In the common-source configuration, 
the voltage level of any interfering signal is stepped-up by the matching trans-
former necessitated by a high input resistance. The input resistance in the 
common-gate configuration is low so that for the same power input the inter-
fering signal voltage level appearing at the input part of the device is higher 
for the common-source configuration. Thus, cross-modulation and intermodu-
lation occur at lower levels in acommon-source amplifier and, for best per-
formance, the common-gate circuit is preferred. This argument also applies to 
mixer circuits, where the input signal should be applied to the source and the 
local oscillator output to the gate for best results. 

The most superior gain and noise figures are shown in Table VII to be 
obtained from a neutralised common-source amplifier. However, since the 
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values of feedback capacitance and input impedance are high, neutralisation 
is needed to maintain stability. Otherwise, the load impedance, and conse-
quently the gain, must be low. The common-gate amplifier, on the other hand, 
has low feedback capacitance and gives stable gain well into the u.h.f. band. 
Clearly, the choice of configuration must depend on the relative emphasis placed 
on cross-modulation and intermodulation, noise and gain in each application. 

A third possibility is also available. This is the cascode circuit which provides 
a compromise between the good noise performance of the common-source cir-
cuitand the good stability of the common-gate circuit. The load of the common-
source stage is the input impedance of the common-gate stage (about 200 S2 
at 200 MHz), giving stability without neutralisation but still requiring extreme 
care in construction because the stability factor is not high. 

Biasing arrangements 

If a negative line or ahigh-voltage positive line is available, either a source 
resistance or constant current source can be used for biasing. It is important 
to appreciate the effect of a wide spread in h ss values on bias arrangement; 
the device should not be biased at Vas = 0 V because the current with high 
— Inss devices would be unacceptably large. Normally, the device is operated 
at a value of Vas equal to half the pinch-off voltage VP. In the mixer, a bias 
voltage of VPl2 is used because this value results in a minimum for the fourth 
order term in the transfer characteristic and, therefore, minimum cross-modu-
lation and intermodulation. It should be remembered that the peak local oscil-
lator amplitude should not exceed VP/2, otherwise non-linearities increase and 
eventually the gate-source junction is driven into conduction. 

A disadvantage of the cascode circuit is the large h.t. supply needed to drive 
both devices into the saturation region. 

Practical circuits 

Amplifiers 

Figs 80 to 82 show three r.f. amplifier circuits using BFW 11 FETs in the common-
source, common-gate and cascode configurations. 
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1kIl 

Fig.80 100 MHz common-source amplifier. 

Inp~ t 
son 

Output 
501! 

Output 
6OR 

Fig.81 470 MHz common-gate amplifier. LI 6 cm of 1/4 in o/d Cu, tap at 4 cm from E; 
Lz = 7 can of 1/4 in odd Cu, tap at 4 cm from E. Characteristic impedance of line = 70 S~. 

Fora 100 MHz neutralised common-source amplifier (Fig. 80) fed from an 
optimum source resistance of 1 kS2,, a noise figure of 2 dB is typical. A similar 
amplifier designed for 470 MHz operation would give a noise figure of 4 dB. 
The common-gate amplifier of Fig. 81 gives less gain than the previous circuit 
and slightly inferior noise performance. For the 470 MHz amplifier shown, the 
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noise figure is typically 5.5 dB and the power gain 11 dB. By off-tuning the 
input slightly the noise figure may be improved to 4.5 dB, but this is not a 
practical solution in a tuned amplifier. Fig. 82 shows a 100 MHz cascode cir-
cuit with a typical noise figure of 3 dB. The two devices should be selected for 
similar values of Inns• 

C3 
1nF 

C1 
6.6pF Input ~ 

-~ II 50[1 

C2~1 to 
12pF 

L2 
150nH 

C6 
inF 

 II 

C6 
1nF 

C7 
4.7pF 

1 II ~ X050 t

+30V 

C5 
0.5 to 
20pF 

—~ / ~ 
R3 
l~n 

Fig.82 100 MHz cascode amplifier. 

Mixers 

:~:iu 

A mixer circuit is shown in Fig. 83. The FET is biased at VG5 VP/2 and, 
again, careful circuit design is necessary to allow for a spread in values of loss• 
With no oscillator drive h is set to 2 mA. 

The input signal is applied to the source and the local oscillator signal to 
the gate. With this arrangement a noise figure of 9 dB is typical. Acapacitively-
tuned .~/4 transmission line is used as the tuning element for signal and local 
oscillator inputs. When using FETs in mixer circuits the limiting factor in the 
conversion gain is often the dynamic impedance of the coil in the output cir-
cuit. In this design, the value is 25 kS2, giving an unloaded Q of 75 at 30 MHz. 
The conversion gain and signal blocking characteristics of the circuit are given 
in Figs 84 and 85, respectively. 
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Fig.83 Mixer circuit. Ll = 8.5 cm of 1 /4 in o/d Cu, gate tap at 1.6 cm from E, Lo. input at 1.5 cm 
fromE; L3 = 8.5 cm of 1 /4 in o/d Cu, signal input tap at 0.9 cm fromE, source at 1.7 cm from E. 
Characteristic impedance of line = 70 2. 
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5.4 Typical applications of MOS field-effect transistors 

5.4.1 CHOPPER-STABILIZED D.C. AMPLIFIER WITH AN ri-CHANNEL BSV81 MOS-
FET LOW-LEVEL CHOPPER 

A very small d.c. voltage E, has first to be amplified to a much higher voltage Vo
before it can be measured. The amplifier, however, has an offset voltage Vof
which will affect the accuracy of measurement. The influence of Vof on Vo can 
be expressed in the formula 

Vo — G~ (E~ -I-- Vof) 

G„ being the voltage gain. The formula shows that Vof is thought to be present 
at the input of the amplifier. Vaf can be split up into an offset e.m.f. Eof and an 
offset current Iof times the internal resistance RS of the generator (see Fig. 86), 
so 

Vof =Eof + lof'RS•*) 

Eof 

Fig.86 Equivalent circuit of the amplifier input. 

The amplifier to be used can be chosen from two main groups of amplifier: 
d.c.-coupled amplifiers (bipolar and FEr operational amplifiers) and parametric 
amplifiers (dielectric and chopper-stabilized d.c. amplifiers). The Eof of the last 
group is about one hundredth, its Iof about one tenth to one thousandth of the 
Eof and Iof of the first group. Moreover the temperature drift of E„f and Iof

*)The Iof used in this formula is given at the end ofsub-section 5.4.1 and includes the change 
of Eof (measured at RS = 0) with a changing R,. Therefore this Iof differs from Iof that 
actually flows through R;. 
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is much lower for the last group. This makes amplifiers of the last group more 
suitable for the purpose mentioned above especially as chopper-stabilized d.c. 
amplifiers are easy to realise. 

Generally achopper-stabilized d.c. amplifier comprises five stages plus an 
oscillator, the type of which is irrelevant. The stages are shown in Fig. 87 in 
which stage 1 is the chopper, an on-off device converting a d.c. voltage into a 
square wave voltage of half the amplitude of the d.c. voltage. Stage 2 is the 
a.c. amplifier for amplifying the square wave voltage. It is decoupled for d.c. 
by connecting it to stage 1 and stage 3 by means of capacitors. Stage 3, the 
demodulator, converts the amplified square wave voltage into a d.c. voltage 
which is proportional to E;. It preferably consists of an on-off device which is 
operated in synchronism with the chopper (one oscillator driving stages 1 and 
3). This has the advantage that the polarity of the d.c. output is determined by 
that of E~ so that overall feedback can be applied. Stage 4 is a low-pass filter 
for removing the chopping frequency and its harmonics. Stage 5 is a d.c. ampli-
fier for transforming the output of the demodulator (low-pass filter) from a 
high to a low impedance. 

f ~~ ~~ ./ - 
i 1-t-

,~ 

1 2 3 4 5 

Fig.87 Block diagram of achopper-stabilized amplifier. 

196/~

There are various versions of choppers. One of them, the photo chopper, is 
rather expensive and only of use at low chopping frequencies; a fact which 
limits the frequency of the signal to he amplified. When FETs are used in chop-
pers they have the drawback of too large adrain-to-gate capacitance. Likewise, 
bipolar transistors have too large an emitter-to-base capacitance. Both capaci-
tances introduce voltage spikes into the a.c. amplifier. Moreover, bipolar tran-
sistors introduce an offset voltage due to their non-zero emitter-collector voltage 
when conducting. However, the BSV81 Ntos-FEr has adrain-to-gate capacitance 
of less than 0.5 pF. Also, a Ntos-FET has no static offset-voltage, and a very 
small gate leakage current, and hence this device is inherently suitable. 
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The reason why minimisation of the voltage spikes is so important is that, 
apart from an offset voltage of the d.c. amplifier, they are the only reason for 
an offset voltage in chopper-stabilized d.c. amplifiers. Vof is partly caused by 
an offset current Iof flowing through the signal source. Iof originates from the 
fact that the sum of the charges, injected via the gate-to-channel capacitance 
of a Mos-FET into the signal carrying circuit during turning on and turning off, is 
not zero. The remaining part Eo f of Vo f is caused by the voltage spikes at the 
input of the a.c. amplifier. The spikes represent a chopped a.c. signal which is 
amplified by the a.c. amplifier, demodulated and integrated. The resulting d.c. 
voltage at the output of the d.c. amplifier can be transferred to Eof by dividing 
the d.c. voltage by the open loop voltage gain of the chopper-stabilized ampli-
fier (see Fig. 87). (Here Eof and Iof both are functions of RS.) 

Another reason why voltage spikes should be reduced as far as possible is 
that they may bottom the last stages of the a.c. amplifier which causes an extra 
drift component in Eof. Bottoming has to be prevented by means of a smoothing 
network such as the integrating capacitor in the feedback path of the first 
operational amplifier of the a.c. amplifier (Cl, and CLZ) in Fig. 88. 

Fig. 88 shows the complete chopper-stabilized d.c. amplifier. The chopper 
includes two BSV81 Mos-FETs (TR L and TRZ) which are driven by square wave 
voltages on their gates in such a way that when TR1 is on, TRZ is off, and vice 
versa. The source of TR1 is the non-inverting amplifier input and that of TRZ
the inverting input which is used for overall feedback. The drain-source resist-
ance of a BSV81 is less than 100 S2 for the on state and more than 1 GSZ for 
the off state at agate-to-source voltage of 0 V and —6 V respectively. The 
chopper transforms any d.c. input voltage to an a.c. voltage with an ampli-
tude of half the d.c. voltage. This is only true when R;C$ » 1/f~ and C8 » Ct
(R; is the input resistance and C; the input capacitance of the a.c. amplifier; 
f~ is the chopping frequency). For an off-time that is equal to the on-time and 
for C, ~~ C$ and f~CBR~ » 1, the input impedance R;„ of the chopper-stabi-
lized d.c. amplifier is determined by the input impedance of the a.c. amplifier 
as follows: 

1 1 

in i 

For R~ = 1 MS2, Ct = 10 pF, Cg = 100 nF and f~ = 1 kHz, R!„ will be about 
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4 MS2. This high R;n could be obtained by using a FEr source follower as the 
a.c. input stage (high R, in combination with low noise). 

Since the source impedance (preceding low-pass filter) of the d.c. amplifier 
is high, the offset voltage and the thermal drift of the d.c. amplifier is also 
rather high (approximately 50 mV and 500 µV/degC). Since the contribution 
to Eof of the chopper-stabilized d.c. amplifier is found by dividing the total 
offset voltage of the d.c. amplifier by the total gain of the preceding stages, 
this gain should be as high as possible. In our case this gain is i  (chopper) 
times 250 (first a.c. stage) times 60 (second a.c. stage) times 0.67 (demodulator) 
or 5000 times, making the contribution of the offset voltage of the d.c. ampli-
fier to Eor about 10 µV and to the thermal drift of Eor about 100 nV/degC. 

An a.c. coupling is used between U, and UZ to reject low frequency noise 
originating from the stages preceding U2. 

The BSV81 Mos-FEr demodulator(TR4) is driven in phasewith TR1.Itsdynamic 
range is -~ 10 V to —5 V, provided the substrate is connected to the gate. The 
negative limit is confined by the chosen minimum gate voltage of —5 V and 
by the substrate-drain diode (an n-channel Mos-FEr has a p-substrate) ;the positive 
limit by the repetitive peak gate-to-all-other-terminals voltage. R, 6 protects TR4
against too high a drain current caused by a suddenly rising output level of the 
a.c. amplifier. 

The low-pass filter R,,, C, 9 that smoothes the 1 kHz ripple of the demodula-
tor output is also intended to shape the frequency characteristic of the complete 
chopper-stabilized d.c. amplifier. Its RC-time is 1.2 s which means that its 
—3 dB point lies at 0.13 Hz and its roll-off is 6 dB/octave up to 300 Hz (ap-
proximately one third of the chopping frequency f~). 

To set the open-loop voltage gain and the output impedance of the chopper-
stabilized d.c. amplifier at the chosen values of 105 (100 dB) and 0.1 4 respecti-
vely, avoltage gain of 20 has been chosen for the d.c. amplifier (by an appro-
priate choice of feedback resistors R21 and R23). The 6 dB/octave roll-off ex-
tends from 0.13 Hz to about 300 Hz at which frequency the open-loop voltage 
gain is 33 dB. At higher frequencies the roll-off increases as the chopping fre-
quency is approached. No instability phenomena will set in, provided the 
overall feedback does not cause the closed-loop voltage gain to drop below 
33 dB. A safe value for this gain is 39 dB which makes the feedback-factor 
39 — 100 = —61 dB or less than 0.1 % of the open-loop voltage gain. 

The offset is minimised as follows. To minimise Iaf, capacitor Cl is adjusted 
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for an equal offset voltage Vor at two different signal-source impedances, namely 
RS = 10 kS~ and RS 0 S2. (see Fig. 88). The offset voltage Uor is further re-
duced as far as possible by adjusting R26 with which a compensating offset 
voltage of some tens of millivolts is introduced at the input of the d.c. ampli-
fier. 

The drift of the offset e.m.f. and current is determined by the temperature 
coefficient of the mobility of the majority carriers in the channel, by the drift 
of the threshold voltage of the Mos-FETs and, to a small extent, by the d.c. 
amplifier. 

The measured Eos and Ios and their drifts of the adjusted chopper-stabilized 
d.c. amplifier are: 

Eor < 10 ~.V; drift of Eor ~ 50 nV/degC, 

Ios G 100 pA ; drift of Ior 1.2 pA/degC. 

5.4.2 MULTIVIBRATOR WITH LONG PULSE DURATION 

Due to their high input impedance, Mos-FETs can give large time constants. In 
the multivibrator shown in Fig. 89, the Ntos transistor BFR29 permits the use 
of 68 MS2 resistors which, in combination with 1 ~F capacitors, give square 
waves having a period of 2 minutes. 

1min. 

~~/es 

Fig.89 Multivibrator with long pulse duration. 
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5.1.3 ~l W AMPLIFIER WITH THE INTEGRATED CIRCUIT TAA320 

The TAA320 is a monolithic integrated circuit comprising three components: 
a Mos transistor of the p-channel enhancement type, an n-p-n silicon transistor 
and a resistor. The circuit, shown schematically in Fig. 90, is mounted in a 
TO-18 envelope. The biasing resistor R adjusts the operating current (IS) of 
the Mos transistor. Since its transconductance is proportional to ~/IS, resistor R 
must be as small as possible to obtain maximum gain; on the other hand a low 
value reduces amplification of the silicon transistor. A value of about 1 kS2 
gives optimum overall transconductance of the whole integrated circuit. The 
TAA320 has advantages in that it combines a high transconductance (gfs) with 
a high input impedance and a low noise level. 

13]p0 

IS - CBE 

R 

Fig.90 Electrical circuit of the TAA320. 

Fig. 91 shows the circuit of a 4 W amplifier with a transformerless class-A 
push-pull output stage. The two BD115 output transistors are in series for d.c. 
voltages; a supply voltage of 200 V is thus required. The quiescent current 
flowing through these two transistors is about 50 mA. The a.c. control voltage 
for output transistor TRZ is provided by the voltage drop of the collector cur-
rent of TR1 across the resistor R9, and is fed to the base of TRZ via capacitor C3. 
The base signal of TRZ is thus in anti-phase with the base signal of TR1i as is 
required for the push-pull operation. As the collector current of TR1 increases, 
that of TRZ decreases (and vice-versa). The amplitude of the loudspeaker cur-
rent (about 100 mA at full load) is double the collector-current amplitude of 
TR1 or TRZ. 

The resistor R4 gives a.c. feedback from the output to the source resistor R5. 
The input resistance (1 MS2) is determined by the gate resistor R1. Resistor RZ
makes the quiescent current of the TAA320 practically independent of the 
manufacturing spread of the pinch-off voltage. 
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Fig.91 Circuit of a 4 W amplifier for a crystal pick-up input using the integrated circuit TAA320 
and a transformerless push pull class-A output stage. 

The equivalent wide-band noise voltage (50 Hz to 15 kHz) referred to the 
input is 25 ~,V on the average. This gives asignal-to-noise ratio of 67 dB at 
an output voltage V~crms> = 67 mV (Po = 4 W). The frequency range of the 
circuit extends from 50 Hz to 20 kHz. The distortion factor is given as a 
function of the output power in Fig. 92. Table VIII summarises typical data 
of the circuit of Fig. 91. 
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Fig.92 Distortion factor of the circuit of Fig. 91. 
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Table VIII. Typical characteristics of the amplifier of Fig. 91. 

lower-limit 
devices 

typical upper limit 
devices 

unit 

v; (for Pa = 50 mW) 11 7.5 5.7 mV 
v; (for Po = 4 W) 100 67 52 mV 
I c (of BD115s) 47 52 57 mA 
ID (of TAA320) 8.4 8.6 8.7 mA 

Po mnx (drot = 10 %) 3.9 4.5 5 W 
S/N ratio (at v; = 100 mV) — 72 — dB 
Feedback 8 12 20 dB 

The frequency characteristic is flat from 50 Hz to above 20 kHz. 

5.4.4 BFS28 MOS TETRODE TRANSISTOR AS AN AMPLIFIER, MIXER 

AND OSCILLATOR 

The transfer characteristic of the Mos transistor closely follows a quadratic 
form, and this fact makes the Mas transistor particularly suitable for use in 
front end of communication receivers. The quadratic characteristic gives the 
Mos transistor superior performance in cross-modulation, intermodulation and 
blocking, when compared with bipolar transistors used in similar applications. 
The reason for this is that such distortion is generated mainly by the third order 
and higher odd order terms in the characteristic of any type of amplifier, or 
the fourth order and higher even order terms in a mixer. These third and 
higher orders in the Mos characteristic are very small. 

The BFS28 is an n-channel dual-gate Mos transistor which is extremely stable 
at high frequencies. It possesses alt the main requirements for u.h.f. amplifi-
cationand mixing: in addition to its excellent cross-modulation, intermodulation 
and blocking performance, it also has a good conversion gain and a good noise 
figure. 

BFS28 as an amplzfzer at 200 MHz 

Measurements have been performed using a test amplifier operating at 200 MHz. 
The nominal d.c. setting was Vo = 17 V, I D = 10 mA and VIZ = -~8 V. The 
circuit is shown in Fig. 93. 
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SOR 
input 

Fig.93 200 MHz amplifier. 
Li = 2 turns of 18 s.w.g. wire (1.22 mm dia.), length 2 mm, i.d. 8 mm 
Lz 2 turns of silvered 20 s.w.g. (0.914 mm dia.), wire Zength 20 mm, i.d. l4 mm. 

The figures in table IX indicate the performance obtained with this circuit 
compared with a bipolar transistor BF200 used in a similar type of circuit. 

Table IX 

type gain noise figure 
(d B) (d B) 

BFS28 18.0 3.9 
BF200 16A 5.1 

Gain 

Full gain control was obtainable with a change of voltage of VGZS from +8 
to —8 V. A comparison of Fig. 94 with Fig. 95 shows that the gain is some 
2 dB higher than with the BF200 bipolar transistor. 

Noise Sgure 

The noise figure of the BFS28 is slightly better than that of the bipolar tran-
sistor (see Figs 94 and 95). 
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Fig.95 Noise figure and gain versus emitter current 
for BF200, plotted for comparison with Fig. 94. 

The cross-modulation performance of the BFS28 is better, by a factor of about 
five, than the cross-modulation of the bipolar transistor (see Fig. 96). 
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Fig.96 Interfering e.m.f. versus gain to give k = 1 %for BFS28 and BF200. 
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Intermodulation 

Since intermodulation is caused by the same high order terms in the transfer 
characteristic that produce cross-modulation, the intermodulation perform-
ance may be expected to improve by the same factor (five) as cross-modulation. 

Blocking 

A blocking test was applied to the mixer and this revealed that an interfering 
signal of 85 mV (across 50 S2), at 400 kHz separation from the carrier, pro-
duced a 3 dB attenuation of the carrier. The British Post Office specifies a 
minimum of ] 2.7 mV under these conditions : therefore r.f. amplification of 
up to 16.5 dB can be interposed between the aerial and the mixer without 
causing the receiver blocking performance to exceed the specified limit. 

Mobile receivers 

The excellent performance of mixers and r.f. stages using BFS28 makes the 
device highly suitable for use in mobile receivers. In this application the channel 
separation is necessarily small and the channels themselves are constantly in 
use. The proximity of channels demands that intermodulation and cross-modu-
lation should be at a minimum. 

BFS28 as an ampler at 470 MHz 

To utilise the performance of the BFS28 at u.h.f., a strip-line amplifier has been 
constructed to operate at 470 MHz. The use of strip-lines offers several ad-
vantages : they are easier to construct with accurate inductance and capacit-
ances than are lumped-component circuits; stray reactances are more easily 
controlled; construction in general is easier; production-line assembly is facili-
tated; they are more compact and lighter; the technique is easily extended for 
higher frequencies. 

The material used for the strip-line amplifier was ptfe-loaded glass-fibre, 
copper-clad on both sides giving a thickness of 1.6 mm. The dielectric constant 
of the insulation material was 50 and the thickness was 1.55 mm. The resonant 
line width was 1 mm, and the ratio of free-space wavelength to effective wave-
length (~o/~,,,,) was 1.47. The line characteristic impedance was 100 S2. The lines 
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thus constructed give a loaded Q of about 50 and offer a load of 5 k4 at their 
resonant frequency. A capacitance of about 3 pF was required for tuning to 
the required 470 MHz. 

The circuit of the amplifier is shown in Fig. 97. The 100 pF capacitors at the 
input and output offer a very low impedance. Gate 2 is heavily decoupled to 
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~'ig.97 470 MHz amplifier. 
Li = 52.6 mm length, 1 mm width 1 on copper-clad 7.6 mm thickness 
L2 = 50.8 mm length, 1 mm width y p.t. fe.-loaded glass fibre. 

maintain it at r.f. earth potential, and similar decoupling is used with the other 
d.c. connections. A power gain of typically 75 dB is obtainable with BFS28 
used in this circuit. 

BFS28 as a mixer at 470 MHz 

Mixing at 470 MHz with the BFS28 can be carried out by applying the signal 
to Gate 1 and injecting the local oscillator output into the source; Gate 2 is 
kept well decoupled. The approach has been used in the mixer shown in Fig. 98. 

The strip-line design was used, as with the amplifier discussed previously. 
The standard y-parameter technique was used to design the mixer: the signal 
and oscillator input tuned circuits are of high Q, and so, for an input signal 
at 470 MHz, the source tuned to 440 MHz can be considered as earthed. 
Similarly, the transistor can be regarded as operating in the common-gate mode 
for the local oscillator injection. 
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Fig.98 470 MHz frequency mixer. 
L, = 52.2 mm length, / mm width ~ on copper-clad 1.6 mm thickness 
Lz = 47.1 mm length, 1 mm width p.t.f.e.-loaded gloss fibre. 
L3 = 16.5 turns of 0.450 mm wire on 4.5 mm former. 

Performance 

The following conditions were applied to the circuit of Fig. 98. 

VDs = -~ 13 V 

Vc2s = ~- 4 V 

signal e.m.f. = 2 mV (into 50 S2) 
local oscillator e.m.f. = 2 V (into 50 S2,) 

For optimum gain conditions, the gain obtained was 9.8 dB average for several 
samples of BFS28. For optimum noise conditions, the noise figure was 13.3 dB 
with a conversion gain of 8.8 dB, averaged over several samples. (The optimum 
gain conditions occur at ID .. 3 mA and Vc,s N —1.5 V. The optimum noise 
conditions occur at I o ti 1 mA and V~,s . —2 V.) 

BFS28 at higher frequencies 

The BFS28 has been used in amplifiers and mixers at frequencies up to 600 MHz 
with success. No detailed measurements of performance are available, but an 
experimental amplifier at 600 MHz, similar to the 470 MHz circuit described 
earlier, gave a gain of 6 dB. 
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Protection of the BFS28 

The insulated gate of the BFS28 is capable of being broken down and per-
manently damaged if a high voltage surge is applied at the gate terminal. This 
may become significant when mobile receivers using BFS28 transistors as the 
first r.f. amplifier are subjected to high induced surge voltage in the aerial, 
either by mobile spark ignition equipment, static,or by local lightning. 

One method of protecting the gate against such surges, is to connect two 
diodes in anti-parallel across the gate input and chassis; with suitably chosen 
diodes, these remain almost open circuit at signal voltage levels and have no 
significant effect on the input impedance; they become operative, and offer a 
low resistance path, only when the surge voltage exceeds the diode conduction 
voltage. 

When, however, such a pair of diodes is added across a BFS28 (or any 
similar transistor) there is a degradation of the quadratic transfer characteristic, 
and therefore the cross-modulation and intermodulation both increase. 

Probably the best arrangement for a receiver front end is therefore to use a 
bipolar transistor as the first r.f. amplifier and use a BFS28 for any succeeding 
r.f. amplification and for the mixer. In this way, the need for diode protection 
is generally removed, and the cross-modulation and intermodulation are still 
kept at a minimum. 

if the pair of anti-parallel diodes is required in any application then the diode 
type BAV45 should be employed. These diodes have been specially developed 
for this purpose (amongst others) and have an extremely low leakage current 
over a wide temperature range combined with a low capacitance. In this kind 
of application the leakage current will be about 5 pA and the capacitance less 
than 1.3 pF. The BAV45 is a two-lead TO-18 device. 

BFS28 as acrystal-controlled oscillator 

One application in which the BFS28 excels is as a low-noise crystal-controlled 
oscillator. Using the BFS28 it is possible to generate an extremely pure oscilla-
tion with only negligible side-band frequencies or noise. This purity of response 
derives from the fact that the device is essentially amajority-carrier device and 
its output capacitance does not vary with output voltage. 

A transmitter-driver using the BFS28 as the crystal-controlled oscillator-
multiplier is shown in Fig. 99: the final output is 50 mW. 
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